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Bevin: Kentucky
budget must
go 'beyond
break even'
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Republican Gov. Matt Bevin
says Kentucky's two-year
spending plan must go "beyond
break even," calling for the state
to generate more money to fix
the multibillion-dollar pension
shortfalls that threaten the
livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of public workers, teachers and police.
But Bevin, preparing to deliver his first
budget proposal to lawmakers in a televised speech
Tuesday, said
in an interview
with
The
Associated
Press that his
solution will not
Bevin
raise
taxes.
Instead, Bevin
said his plan will include
sweeping what he called "found
monies," including unexpected
windfalls from lawsuit settlements and judgments, into the
retirement systems. He pointed
to the unprecedented $870 million a judge has ordered an
online poker company to pay
the state as an example. That
judgment is being appealed.
With every extra dollar going
to the retirement system, that
means other programs might
not get the increases they
requested or, in some cases,
could have their budgets cut.
"I am doing intentionally the
). See BEVIN Page 3

UpA2d2 4.11w Ozzy
For you did not receive a spirit
that makes you a slave again to
fear, but you received the Spirit
of sonship. And by him we cry,
"Abba, Father."
Romans 8:15
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Pella Plant Manager
Brad Cary, left,
speaks Monday
evening to members
of the MurrayCalloway County
Park Board, as
Human Resources
Director Don Fraher
watches as the Pella
announced it was
committing a
$25,000 sponsorship
for Field 1 at Central
Park.

The Pella Corporation has stepped up to the plate once
again for Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation.
After presenting the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board with $2500 a few months ago for improvement to
the tee ball field at Central Park, the Murray industrial
facility upped the ante Monday night. In a meeting of the
Park Board, Pella representatives presented a check for
$25,000 for the renovation of Field 1 at Central.
With its second extension of funds to the Park Board,
Pella now raises the number of ball fields with renovation
sponsors to three for Central Park alone - along with
Saputo Foods (Field 31 and CFSB Bank (Field 4 - while
The Murray Bank has taken sponsorship for Field 6 at
Chestnut Park.
)N- See PELLA Page 3

Davies hosts snowman contest at Oakhurst
One thing Dr. Bob
Davies had made sure to
exhibit since becoming
president at Murray
State University is a
desire to be one among
his campus.
In other words, he
wants to be seen, but not
necessarily heard. He
wants the students and
faculty and others on the
campus to tell him what
is on their minds while
being as accessible as
possible.
So, that known, it is
probably easy to understand why when a winter
storm closed the campus
Friday that Davies utilized the social media
avenue Twitter to invite
students to Oakhurst,
home of MSU presidents, to engage in an
activity sure to promote
that exact idea - a snowman building contest.
"This was something
that developed during a
snow last year. It was
just one of those things

)- See DAVIES Page 2

Special to The Ledger
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office is asking for
the public's assistance in
locating a wanted man.
CCSO
is looking
for Caleb

Murray State University photo

Murray State University President Dr. Bob Davies, left, is shown with several students Friday during
a snowman-building contest Davies hosted in the front yard of his home, Oakhurst, on the campus
grounds.
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Morton,
who was
last seen
in the Post
Oak Road
area east
of Murray.
Morton
Morton
stands 5 feet, 8 inches tail
and weighs 151 pounds.
CCSO said Morton is
wanted on charges of fleeing
and evading police, assault in
the fourth degree, terroristic
threatening and menacing.
CCSO advises that if anyone
locates Morton to not
attempt to apprehend him.
Phone local law enforcement
or the Calloway office at
270-753-3151.
Individuals facing charges
are presumed innocent until
proven guilty in a court of
law.•
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Pella steps up to plate again for Parks
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BUTTERFLY CHALLENGE ISSUED: Kevin Lawson of Murray's Vanderbilt Chemical plant challenged
Vanderbilt's Don Brittain to wear butterfly wings as a fundraiser for the upcoming Murray Half Marathon and,
in return, Lawson would raise $1,000 for the event that benefits the Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice
House project. Brittain accepted this challenge but instead of Lawson raising the $1,000, the employees at
Vanderbilt Chemical donated $1,500. Shown are, from left, Donna Futrell of Vanderbilt, Michele Francisco of
RE/MA)( Realty, a supplier of the wings, Tracy Williams of RE/MAX, Brittain, Lawson, Pat Cherry of RE/MAX
and Susan Davis, coordinator of the Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare.

Special to The Ledger
Fifth District state Rep. Kenny Imes (RMurray) has co-sponsored House Bill 236,
along with several other sponsors of the legislation and said it is in direct response to
President Barack Obama's recent executive
order relating to firearms.
In a release Monday, the House
Republican Leadership Office said HB 236
aims to preserve the right of Kentuckians to
own and use firearms by declaring that all
federal restrictions of firearms are invalid
and of no effect in Kentucky. This would
include presidential action relating to the
acquisition. possession, and use of firearms
in the Commonwealth.
The HRLO also said that the bill also reinSee IMES Page 2
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Daly Forecast
The Natioaai Weather Unice
Today: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 40.
Northwest wind 7 to 9 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 25. North
wind around 8 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with
a high near 37. North wind
7 to 9 mph.
Night:
Wednesday
Mostly clear, with a low
around 23. North wind
around 6 mph becoming
light and variable.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,

Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 50. West southwest
wind around 8 mph.
Friday

Night: Mostly

clear, with a low around 38.
South southwest wind 8 to
11 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 58. South southwest wind 10 to 13 mph.
Saturday

Night: Partly

cloudy, with a low around 44.
Southwest wind 9 to 11 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance
of showers. Partly sunny,
with

a

high

near
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55.

Southwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
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From Front
forces that the Kentucky General
Assembly has the duty to protect
and defend the state and federal
constitutions, specifically the
Second Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States
and the Kentucky Constitution that
states "all men have an inalienable
right to bear arms in defense of
themselves and the state."
"I have been deeply troubled by
the President's blatant attempt to
take away our God-given freedom
and constitutional right to bear
arm," said Imes said.
"The President and others are
using terrible tragedies as an

excuse to take away our rights.
Rights, such as the 'Right to Bear
Arms' - which our men and
women in uniform fight every day
to uphold for us."
"At the end of the day,I not only
want to protect the constitutional
rights of Kentuckians from what I
believe is a clear overreach from
the President, but I want to save
lives," said Imes."Taking away the
guns of law-abiding citizens does
not make us safer, instead it puts us
in even greater danger."
HB 236 has been sent to the
Judiciary Committee for review.•

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

ELABORATE SNOW JOB: What appears to be a house made of snow stands in the yard of Memorial Baptist Church
Monday morning in Murray. As can be seen, wooden planks were used to stabilize the roof, while the right side was designed
in a manner that allowed for entry through a opening. Unfortunately, with Monday's warmer temperatures, melting occurred
and the structure was found later with the roof having collapsed.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation
Board of Trustees will meet at noon Wednesday in the board
room of the North Tower of the MCCH campus,803 Poplar St.
Agenda items will include: LBMC audit report with accountant
Greg Eli; review of the MCCH Balanced Score Card; review
and approval of the finance report; Board of Trustees Quality
Committee report; review and approval of medical staff report;
leadership report; public comment and executive session for
potential litigation.
• In addition, there will be a recess during Wednesday's
main meeting of the board for the semi-annual meeting of the
Murray Calloway County Emergency Medical Service Board of
Trustees. Agenda items will include: Semi-annual update from
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service Director Marty
Barnett.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
• In addition, there will be a recess during Wednesday's
main meeting of the board for the quarterly meeting of the ABOVE:This robot-looking snowman was constructed with an
Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare Board of "MSU" on its chest.
Trustees. Agenda items will include: Report on financial status
from MCCH Chief Financial Officer Dirk Morgan; report on
Murray State University photo
Endowment activities from MCCH Vice President 9f RIGHT: Participants in Friday's snowman contest painted their
Development Keith Travis (update on Anna Mae Owen creation green.
Residential Hospice House construction, 2016 Murray Half
Marathon, tomosynthesis project update, education conference room, second potential Arts Grant project).
• The City of Murray Cable Commission will meet at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in the City Council chambers of Murray City Hall,
have 55 to 60 people out here
From Front
104 N. Fifth St. Agenda items will include: Chair's report; staand
we had a great time doing
tus update on Time Warner Cable/Charter Communications that spontaneously happened
it.,,
transfer of control; election of officers for 2016; report from
and everybody had a good time
Davies said one thing that
Time Warner Cable and Murray Electric System.
with it. So, when we closed
• To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
impressed him was the creativischool again for Friday,I got on
ty of the participants. He said
Twitter again and said, 'Hey!
this probably derived from the
Everyone up for a snowman
wide range of the students'
building contest? Let's do it!"
backgrounds.
Davies recalled Monday of how
"This is the kind of thing
Friday's activity produced a
where
you get to know your stumuch larger number of particiPlease
dents, and we had some internapants.
support the Wa
"Last year, we built about five tional students who had never
United Way of
or six snowmen, but this time seen snow before out there with
riltirray-Callowai County
we had 11. I'd say we probably us. We had one students from
'Michigan who was telling me,
'Man! I can't believe school is
cancelled! Five inches? Really?'
You get to see all types and
that's what the university is all
about," he said."We even had a
non-traditional student from
Benton I believe,and he brought
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his son with him, and you think
about the positive experience
for him, being with all of these
other people.
"In my estimation, a university leader needs to be accessible
like this, and, to me, being connected to a large constituency
like we have here is just very
important. You've got to be
there for these students, and the
professors and staff members,to
answer their questions when
they come up,and by getting out
there with them like this and
allowing them to meet with you,
it lays the foundation for them to
come to you if they ever have a
problem."
As for the contest itself, the
Missouri team of Taylor Rhodes
of St. Louis and Jon Little of
Jackson prevailed for their

upside-down snowman creation
in which they constructed their
work with the smallest snowball
on the bottom and largest on
top.
"It was really neat, and it
showed the creativity they had,"
Davies said. "Taylor is a chemistry student who has really had
a great run with us and is having
one of her works published,
while Jon is an exercise science
major who (interviewed for
graduate school Monday). I
think he had the creative element while she provided the science and physics."
After all of the construction,
Davies said everyone settled in
for a wintertime standard, hot
cocoa, inside Oakhurst. Il

Kentucky House passes safe-haven extension bill
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky House
has passed a bill that would give parents more time to
decide whether to turn over their newborn infants at
state-approved safe places.
Under current law, parents have up to three days
after their child is born to leave the newborn at safe
places such as a hospital or police station.The bill that
cleared the House on a 92-0 vote on Monday would

give parents up to 30 days to make that decision. The
bill also would allow places of worship to voluntarily
participate in the safe-haven program.
The measure's lead sponsored is Rep. Tom Burch,
chairman of the House Health and Welfare
Committee.
The bill now heads to the state Senate for consideration. III
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KYSER LOUGH/
For The Ledger

The annual
Family Fun
Night in the
Park at
Central Park
is expected
to look quite
different this
year with the
renovation of
the Rotary
Club of
Murray
Amphitheater
, shown here
during the
2014
Freedom
Fest.

Texas grand jury indicts
anti-abortion activists
in Planned Parenthood
undercover video case 5.
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By PAUL J. WEBER
Associated Press

II PELLA steps up to plate again...
From Front
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"I always like it when I'm able
to open our meetings with
something good. Well, we do
have something very good
tonight," said Park Board
Chairman Jason Lovett as he
turned the meeting over to Pella
Human Resources Director Don
Fraher and Plant Manager Brad
Cary.
"It's just a great opportunity
for us to get involved with
something in our community,"
Fraher said. "All of the tournaments and games that are played
at the park bring in a lot of dollars to this community, but we
also recognize that we have our
families who have kids that use
these fields.
"This is just beyond great,
though, because this didn't
come from the plant locally.
This was something that had to
come from our corporate entity
and it means a lot to know that
those people felt enough of this
to allow this to happen."
"I've been with Pella for 16
years and Eve never sçeua
give a gift hie this." Caw:
hankDon on this
"I've got
one. He was t e one that kind of
did the dirty work and made the
presentation of why this needed

discussing how changes for the
Murray Convention & Visitors
Bureau in regards to the annual
Freedom Fest celebration each
July might affect parks facilities.
A few weeks ago, the CVB
Board revealed that, along with
the festival now being moved to
just one,July 4,it also would be
relinquishing its host roles for
two events, the Downtown
Street Fair and Family Fun
Night in the Park at Central,
while it would continue coordinating the annual parade and
fireworks show.
However, Parks Director
Lindsey Harlan said Monday
that the CVB, while not being
involved in the coordinating of
the Family Fun Night in the
Park event, still would promote
it, and excitement for the event
was evident.
"They really believe this could
be huge for us," Harlan said noting that, by July 4,a new feature
is expected to have been in place
for a while, the renovated
Rotary Club of Murray
Amphitheater, complete with a
large enclosure that many
believe will provide a dramatic
transformation in the appear**
ance of the mid-section of
Board members also began Central. "This is a great oppor-

to happen and he proved what
something like this does for this
community.
"Yes. I've been with Pella for
16 years, but that also means
I've been in this community for
16 years and have resided here,
and it feels great that we're able
to do this tonight."
In probably one of the most
predictable votes in the history
of the Park Board, the members
unanimously approved Pella's
gesture. Fraher also mentioned
the contributions of former
Parks Director Tab Brockman,
who is now leading the parks
program in Hopkinsville, but
had helped build the foundation
for this and the other sponsorships that have developed since
he left the Murray-Calloway
office in August.
night,
Monday
Reached
Brockman said he was very
pleased that the Pella deal had
been cemented.
"I knew about it a week ago.
and I called to personally thank
my friends at Pella who kept
that fire alive," Brockman said.
can look back and be excited
.fgr. Murray-Calloway County
"Parks about those difference
makers."

tunity for the park to really run
with this. Our main sponsor has
been The Murray Bank for this
and I'm going to be talking to
them this week about how they
want to approach it this year."
a

Also Monday, the Board
approved pursuing an upgrade
to the Parks office computer
system. Parks Director Lindsey
Harlan told the members about
the Rec. Desk software system
that she said would allow not
only the office on Payne Street
to operate online, but, if desired,
every other office within the
agency.
"It is a fantastic system,"
Harlan said, noting that the system could be used for everything from sports league signups
to texting announcements. "If
we needed to, we could close
out the ball fields at the touch of
a button."
The system costs $3,600 a
year and also requires some
form of portable computer to
operate it. It was suggested that
a limit of $200 for the computer
be put in place before the Board
approved the measure.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — A
Houston grand jury investigating
undercover footage of Planned
Parenthood found no wrongdoing
Monday by the abortion provider,
and instead indicted anti-abortion
activists involved in making the
videos that targeted the handling
of fetal tissue in clinics and provoked outrage among Republican
leaders nationwide.
David Daleiden, founder of the
Center for Medical Progress, was
indicted on a felony charge of
tampering with a governmental
record and a misdemeanor count
related to purchasing human
organs. Another activist, Sandra
Merritt, was also indicted on a
charge of tampering with a governmental record, which carries a
maximum penalty of 20 years in
prison.
It's the first time anyone in the
group has been charged criminally since the release of the videos,
which began surfacing last year
and alleged that Planned
Parenthood sold fetal tissue to
researchers for a profit in violation of federal law. Planned
Parenthood officials have denied
any wrongdoing and have said
the videos were misleadingly
edited.
The footage from the clinic in
Houston showed people pretending to be from a company called
BioMax that procures fetal tissue
for research touring the facility.
Planned Parenthood has previously said that the fake company
sent an agreement offering to pay
the "astronomical amount" of
$1,600 for organs from a fetus.
The clinic said it never entered
into the agreement and ceased
contact with BioMax because it
was "disturbed" by the overtures.
In a statement announcing the
indictment, Harris County
Devon
Attorney
District
Anderson did not provide details
on the charges, including what
record or records were allegedly

tampered with and why Daleiden
faces a charge related to buying
human organs. Her office said it
could not disclose more information and a court spokesman said it
was unclear whether copies of the
indictments, which typically provide more insight, would be made
public Monday.
"We were called upon to investigate allegations of criminal conduct by Planned Parenthood Gulf
Coast," Anderson, an elected
Republican,said in her statement.
"As I stated at the outset of this
investigation, we must go where
the evidence leads us."
Daleiden issued a statement
saying that his group "uses the
same undercover techniques" as
investigative journalists and follows all applicable laws.
"We respect the processes of
the Harris County District
Attorney, and note that buying
fetal fissile requires a seller as
well," he said.
Republican Texas Attorney
General Ken Paxton, who has his
own ongoing investigation into
Parenthood, said
Planned
Monday that the "the videos
exposed the horrific nature of
abortion and the shameful disregard for human life."
The Texas video was the fifth
released by the Center for
Medical Progress. The • videos
provoked an outcry from the antiabortion movement and prompted numerous investigations of
by
Parenthood
Planned
Republican-led committees in
Congress and by GOP-led state
Congressional
governments.
unsuccessfully
Republicans
called for cutting off funding for
Planned Parenthood.
Planned Parenthood has said a
few clinics in two states used to
accept legally allowed reimbursement for the costs of providing
tissue donated by some of its
abortion clients. In October,
Planned Parenthood announced
that it would no longer accept
reimbursement and would cover
the costs itself.•

•BEVIN: Kentucky must...
From Front
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least amount we can do," Bevin
said about his proposed cuts. "I'm
trying to solve this problem a step
at a time. But it's going to come
not by dumping everybody on
their ear."
Kentucky has one of the worstfunded pension systems in the
country. Moody's,a national credit
rating agency,says Kentucky's liability is nearly twice as large as the
money it brings in every year.
While the state's tax revenues are
growing — with economists predicting the state will have an extra
$900 million to spend over the
next two years — any gains are
being wiped out by the pension
problems.
Teachers'
Kentucky
The
Retirement System needs an extra
$1 billion over the next two years
just to stay afloat. That does not
include state workers and police
officers in the Kentucky
Employees Retirement System
and the State Police Retirement
System, which need a combined
$320 million over the next two
years. For every dollar taxpayers
pay state workers in salary, they
have to put nearly an additional 50
cents in the retirement fund.
"While you can't afford to do it,
you can't afford not to do it. And
that's the difficulty," Bevin said
about paying the full amount to
the pension systems. "I do intend
to address the ... problem."
The problem is most acute with
teachers. The legislature made
sweeping benefit changes to the
retirement systems in 2013 that,
over time,will lessen the problem.
But no such changes have happened for the teachers' retirement
system. With the stock market
continuing to fall, retirement officials are forced to sell undervalued
investments just to make benefit
payments. This year, the teachers'
retirement system has sold $750
million in assets to stay afloat, and
it is projected to sell $850 million
next year.
"You want to buy low and sell
high, and right now we're selling
low unfortunately." said Beau

Barnes, general counsel for the
Kentucky Teachers' Retirement
System. "We're being forced to
(sell low) just to pay monthly
retirement benefits."
State Democratic leaders,
including House Speaker Greg
Snunbo, say the smart thing is to
not try and pay the full amount
with state tax dollars. Instead,they
want to take advantage of low
interest rates and borrow $3.3 billion to make those payments over
the next eight years. That would
give lawmakers time to come up
with a more permanent fix.
"Interest rates are still really
good and, you know, why stop the
momentum we have in other parts
of the budget if we don't have to,"
said Democratic Rep. Rick Rand,
chairman of the House budget
committee.
other
and
Bevin
But
Republicans have flatly rejected
the idea, saying it is not wise for
the state to go into debt to pay off
other debts.

"The solution which keeps coming from the other side is to borrow money from the future and
stick it to those young people, let
them figure out how to pay for it."
Bevin said. "That's a bad, bad
solution. Because truth be told,
most of them won't be here anymore. They'll be in another state
paying taxes."
While lots of people will be anxiously watching Bevin's speech
Tuesday. the state's 47,000 retired
teachers could have the most at
stake.
"They are being told that if nothing is done in 21 years,the system
is ,broke," said Bob Wagoner,
executive director of the Kentucky
Retired Teachers Association. "If
I'm 100 years old. I figure I might
beat the odds. But if I'm 65 years
old, potentially I might still be
around (in 21 years). I might be 86
or so. That's kind of a tough time
to go looking for a job." Ill

dish
SERVING CALLOWAY
COUNTY FOR 26 YEARS.
3-YEAR TV PRICE GUARANTEE

JUST $49.99/M0.
AMERICA'S

Paid holidays and
vacation,
health and dental plans,
are all part ofan
excellent
benefit package!

ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing
individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include
servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising degree would be helpful.
Pay is salary, plus commission,and will be based on education and sales experience.

NEWS REPORTER
Applicants should be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, be strong
time managers and quick,creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the
job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as
Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera
- and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety ofcontent and edit media advisories
.1
received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong,local coverage
(should
photos
and/or
designs
include
year-round. Send clippings of your work, which can
be formatted appropriately), along with a resume. PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience.

TOP 120 PLUS
YEAR PRICE
GUARANTEE
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GRAPHIC DESIGNER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with graphic design and pagination, knowledge in the
following programs is required, Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines. Salary will
be based on experience. Send clippings of your previous work experience, along with a
resume.
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Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
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The Murray Ledger e5- Times
is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments
can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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Horoscope

DATEBOOK

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2018:
This year you might decide that
being totally independent isn't as
important as being in a valid
relationship. If you are single,
many potential suitors land on
your doorstep. If you are
attached, you might create considerable tension between you
because of a need for greater
closeness. VIRGO can be very
difficult despite all your efforts.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** You'll slow down by
choice. A demanding boss might
put the kibosh on a heartfelt
project. Once you cool off some,
you will put greater effort into a
different, more meaningful venture.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Someone enjoys tossing you his or her problems,
because he or she believes you
have the creativity to sleuth right
through them. Your ability to get
past present thinking and break
away from patterns allows you
to see situations in a very different light.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are likely to express
a clarity that is unique to you.
You'll recognize where you have
created a problem for yourself in
a domestic situation. The question remains: How do you fix this
issue?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Don't do nothing. If
someone is disagreeable, make
a point of initiating a talk with
him or her. You are big on having
conversations to clear up problems, but not everyone is
responsive to this. Know that
you might get nowhere with this
person..
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** After a risk has backfired,
you might choose to lie low for a
while. Good idea! You might
believe that an overly confident
associate is probably wrong.
How you convey this information
to this person will make all the
difference in its reception.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** The Force is with you!
You might experience a momentary backfire, but you'll manage
to turn it around into a success
story. Use your intuitive and creative senses, and you will come
up with a very successful idea,
project and/or interaction.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** The smart move is to
acknowledge that you don't feel
up to snuff. Playing it low-key
works. You have a lot to do
involving a family member and a
surprise, which you won't want
to disclose as of yet. No one will
know unless you reveal it to
them.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You tend to express
yourself in a fiery way. As a
result, you could cause yourself
a problem: people are not used
to this type of behavior and settexpression from you. Once you
get past a hurdle and focus on
the bottom line, you will be a
sure winner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might feel encumbered by a professional situation. Tap into your imaginative
streak. Your resourcefulness is
one of your assets, but you often
don't count it as one. You know
how to successfully turn around
a difficult situation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You'll ask yourself why
you are holding back in a
dynamic situation. You can
transform others' perceptions,
yet you might refuse to. What do
you gain by not helping others
see the big picture? Open doors
-- not only for you, but also for
those around you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** To your credit, you are
discovering how easily you can
relate on a one-on-one level. In
fact, a discussion about how you
view certain situations, specifically with a key person, is likely
to open doors.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might feel bombarded by several associates or
loved ones. The cost of popularity is high! Be willing to respond
as much as you can, yet still
honor your priorities.

Fern Terrace...your personal care home...

"...where we are all onefamily!"

Our residents enjoy...
Live Music • Games• Exercise
Religious Services • And so much more!

1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray • www.fernterrace.com
Karen Glover, Administrator • Tamara Elkins. Asst. Administrator
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Genealogy help offered
The Genealogy Club sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens and
the local DAR are hosting an Open House to
help with genealogy questions on Friday, Jan.
29 from 2-4 p.m. at the Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar. Representatives from the
Genealogy Club, DAR and SAR will be present. This is free and open to the public.

Datebook

CSFP rescheduled
The Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) has been
rescheduled for Thursday, Jan. 28 from 10 a.m. until noon at Need
Line.

West KY Educational Board to meet
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of Directors
will meet Wednesday,Jan. 27 at 9:30 a.m. at the Kenneth Shadowen
Performing Arts Center in Marshall County.

Blood donation opportunity
Photo provided

MWC OPEN HOUSE: The Murray Woman's Club held an
Open House for potential members on Sunday, Jan. 17 at the
clubhouse. Chairmen of each of the 10 departments of the
club were present to show the activities and projects of each
department. Pictured, from left, are Barbara Brittain, guest, as
she visits with Suzy Crook and Janice Rose of the Theta
Department, with Gale Vinson, past president, in the background.

Eagle Watch
Weekends offered at
Kentucky State Parks
Special to the Ledger
A unique Kentucky State Park tradition - Eagle Watch Weekends
- will be offered once again in January and February 2016.
The park system will sponsor this wildlife-watching opportunity
as bald eagles gather around the major lakes of western Kentucky
looking for food. The park tours allow guests to observe and learn
about these beautiful birds of prey.
For four decades, the Kentucky State Parks have offered Eagle
Watch Weekends, a chance to view the eagles from land and water
and learn about the national symbol and other wildlife.
The tours take place at three state resort parks during weekends
in January and February on an excursion yacht and by van. They are
led by state park naturalists and staff from the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
Again this year there will be two field trip cruises for students on
Friday, Jan. 29 for $15 a student. For reservations for the school
cruises, which will leave from Kenlake State Resort Park, contact
Lisa Deavers at 502-564-8110, ext. 246, or email
lisa.deavers@ky.gov. There will also be a luncheon cruise on
Saturday, Jan. 30 for $65 a person. For reservations, call Kenlake at
800-325-0143.
Ticket prices for the weekend tours range from $25 to $50 a person. Most tours last from three to three and one-half hours. The
weekend tours include evening programs on Friday and Saturday.
The parks, phone numbers and dates for the 2016 Eagle Watch
Weekends are:
• Kenlake State Resort Park (800-325-0143): Jan. 30 brunch
cruise; Feb. 6-7 yacht tours only.
Guests should bring warm clothes, rain gear and binoculars. These
trips can take place under extreme weather conditions. The resorts
offer lodges, cottages and restaurants. Registration is required for
the Eagle Watch Weekends. Call the parks for registration, details
and fee information or visit www.parks.ky.gov
The Eagle Watch Weekends at Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
Barkley and Kenlake will include an option to view eagles from the
CQ Princess, a 96-foot yacht. Guests can view eagles from inside
the CQ Princess or from outside decks.
Any group or organization interested in a special cruise on the CQ
Princess should call Tammy Nanney at Kenlake State Resort Park at
800-325-0143.•

800.599.8621 I www.peelholland.com
1712 Hwy. 121 North, Suite C

There will be an opportunity to donate blood to the American Red
Cross on Wednesday,Jan. 27 at the Baptist Campus Ministries,800
Waldrop Dr., on the campus of Murray State University, from 10
a.m. until 3 p.m.

Warming Center open

World-class in
your hometown.

Ap

4-H International Foods to meet
The 4-H International Foods will meet Wednesday, Jan. 27 from
3:30-5 p.m. at West KY Mentoring. Myrna Vazquez and Kathy
Timmons are the leaders.

PeelMiHolland
Instv snre • Risk Comm/ring• Cmplovre Benefits
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SPGUMC offers preschool story time
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church offers a
Preschool Story Time and Supper on Wednesday evenings from
5:30-7 p.m. Preschoolers, ages 3-5, will be served supper and
entertained with stories, games, songs and play time. The program
is designed to enhance reading readiness and is available to children
in southwestern Calloway County and Hazel. Parents may eat with
their children. For more information, call 270-492-8357.
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Line dance class to be Wednesday
A line dance class will be held Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 5:30 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall. Class fee is $5. For more information,
call Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for the class. Everyone is
welcome.

Bornlearning Academy to be held
The United Way Bomlearning Academy will be Thursday,Jan. 28
from 5:30-7 p.m. at the Murray Elementary School library. This is
for parents of children prenatal - 5 years. There will be activities for
children, door prizes and dinner will be served. To reserve a spot,
contact Morgan Carman, FRYSC director, at 270-759-9592.
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American Legion #73 to meet Thursday
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday, Jan. 28 at the
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive. Dinner will be served
at 6:30 and the business meeting will begin at 7 p.m. All veterans
are invited to attend. For more information, call Post Commander
Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642.

WHIRL workshop planned
Registration is open for the WHIRL Workshop sponsored by
Playhouse in the Park, Jackson Purchase Dance Company and the
Murray Art Guild. This workshop is open to ages 3-5 and meets
every Friday in February from 9-10:15 a.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. Contact the MAG for registration at murrayartguild@murrayky.net or call 270-753-4059.
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Seminar offered at MSU Arboretum
The Arboretum at Murray State University is hosting a seminar on
Saturday, Feb. 13 at 10 a.m. in the greenhouse. The seminar will
focus on constructing a Valentine floral arrangement and will be
conducted by Dr. Steve Still. Each participant will take home a
Valentine arrangement. The seminar is limited to 20 participants
and the cost is $20. Those wishing to participate should call the
MSU Foundation at 270-809-3001 and use a credit/debit card or
bring a check to Heritage Hall made payable to the MSU
Foundation. When making a reservation, please indicate that it is
for the Valentine Floral Seminar. The deadline for reservations is
Monday, Feb. 8 at 3 p.m.

The new 4-H Photography Club will meet Thursday,Jan. 28 at
West Kentucky Mentoring, 203 Ash Drive,from 4-5 p.m. Miranda
Rudolph is the leader.

Compassionate Friends will meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
Jan. 28,at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This support group meets for the
encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.

ALS fundraising cookbook available

MISS YOUR PAPER? Let m know as soon is possible so we can get one to you
or give yen credit. Call (271I) 753-1016.
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The Murray-Calloway County Warming Center is open through
Feb. 28. Individuals and families are welcome but no pets. For
information regarding overnight needs, call 270-753-6908 Monday
- Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For those
needing overnight shelter, please arrive at the St. John Episcopal
facility before 9 p.m. unless prior arrangements have been made.
For emergency assistance after 9 p.m., contact the local police
department. For those needing a warm place during the day
between the hours of 11 a.m. and 6 p.m., contact Murray Family
Church at 270-759-0800.

4-H Photography Club to meet

Published Monday through Saturday. Not published on Sundays, Memorial
Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thsnalagiving Day, Chriabnas Day and New Years
Day. Periodicals postipp paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Seed address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES,P.O. Box INS, Murray, KY
43071-11144

Murray Ledger & Thom (US'S 3414141) • Murray Ledger & Times is a
member of the Amocinted Press, Kentucky Press Asoodation and Southern
Newspapers Poblishen Association. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Thnes.

Rebate night planned

Martha
There will be a rebate night for the Dolly
Finney Andrus,
Parton Imagination Library at Qdoba
Community
Restaurant on Thursday,Jan. 28 from 4-10 pm.
editor

"Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising cookbook with over 400
recipes from family and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
support the Kentucky ALS Association. The cost is $15 and may be
purchased
by
contacting
DeAnn
Barnett
at
DeAnn@ThorntonMarble.com or the books are available at the
Medical Arts Pharmacy.
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VISA

2BR 1.5BA, no pets
plus
550
month,
904A
deposit
Southwood Dr. 270293-5423
2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA employer.

Legal Assistant
Haverstock, Bell & Pitman seeking
qualified applicant for full-time position.
Duties include transcription and
. general office *ark. Must 8'&16roficient in Microsoft Word.
Previous legal experience preferred.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Please send resume and letter stating
qualifications to:
donna@haverstocklaw.com
No phone calls.

r
c

CilenDi Inca
Are you tired of spending your hard
earned money on the road???
Why not make a change
and be home to see your family.
GlenDi Inc. gets you
Home Every Weekend.
Now hiring drivers' with a Class A CDL.
Mileage pay by experience.
Stop pay.

Delay time pay.
Holiday pay.
Health Insurance.
Retirement Plan.
Call Shane at 270-759-5540 for more
details M/F from 10am-4pm.

prnynkr

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211

DISCLAIMER
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this we,bsite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

GARLANt
RENTAL

2BR,'IBA, Farm House
1 Mile North of Murray
H/A (gas)
Central
$ 6 0 0 /Month,
$600/Deposit No Pets,
No Smoking after 8pm
270-759-1204
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Hours:
Mon. - Fri
800-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-1200

Murray
270-753-1342

"If you've got it, we can store it"

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Calmer sf 121 S. & Gleatik.
IOW's & 111115's
(270) 436-2524

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
12th St

(270)753-1713

la

tIoMMFOr

"OWNER
FINANCE'•

Doublewide Mobilehm
with land, New deck,
New paint, 3BR, 28A.
dishwasher.
New
Gravel drive. block
110
foundation
Sundance Alm°. KY
$3500 Down, $595
Month Ruthie 270-

Thank you for your business!

at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

(270) 489-2839

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE

Monday
Smart Saver
Ti
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

'Insured

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-753-2905

Over 28 Years
Experience

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
---- • 1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. Ky 42071

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
M.Elnifak_HaDINEVW

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Located at Key Auto Parts

wwwhillelectric.com

I

UNIT

sTnrnming / Tfee
Removal
•Licensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

• weekly & special picku

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x30..$60.00
10x24..$50.00 • 10x15..$35.00
10x12..$22.50 Deposit Required
5x10.. $20.00

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270-753-8964
Pets & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
English or French
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
&
Driveways
All
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439.900
4602

450
Farms For Sale
LARGE home/farm to
sale. 97 acres, can be
divided. Call for more
nfo. 270-559-2032

Public Sale

Reel Estate

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
Let us help you
spread the word
Classifieds
work!
Call

753-1916
Murray Ledger la Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing 'Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnmination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, tamilial status or national ongin, or mten
hon to make any such preferences, limitations or discruninabon.
State laws forbid dIscnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
adaition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
in not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Miiam,(7alle414- WOO

to place
your ad

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-226-4504
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404

GARY W.DICK

ELECTRIC

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Licensed &
Insured

Jason Hill

270-293-3248

(270)226-0194
Senice on all
major brands

(270)293-8686

licensed & Insured

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
•L censed & Insured

Ciallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Indistrtal/Conneerclal/lesideetlit
James C.8811Imore

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

All home needs can be
handled
•Additions & Remodels
.Drywall, Framing
Painting
-Decks. Doors.
Windows. Flooring
Licensed and Insured
Cat Ben at
270-226-3567

fludguaktell
AllAspect* of
Remodeling
thloma Iniavvenants
•Eigth cf /Orison
Drywall. Painting, .
The, Flooring. Decks

qnsurs.d(Sr alaccrsit
"ens* Estimattro
qitembsy OfAngles List

270-438-5969

*Handyman Sentices
-Yard Work
-Pressure Washing
Gutter Dearing

Gay 270-227-0420

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

SMALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE
270-753-1916

Cikeck tie Murray
Ledger & Toi els for 911
your Classified Necods!

Sudoku s a numbetotaang puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the sarne number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKU

Saalwaechter's
Home Repair &
Construction

By Dave Green

Auto Parts

Answer to previous puzzle

USED TIRES
inch
Starting at S20
mounted

642 5 8 1 4 3 7
7 54 9 6 3 2 8 1
38 1 4 7 2659
4_7.8 3 1 5 9 2 6
1 2 5 8, 9 63 7 4
6 9 3, 2 4 7 8 1 5
236 1 5 9 74 8
5419 7 38 1 6 2
8,1 17_612,4 5 9 3

14. 15. 16

5 69
29 4
43

Call 753-5606

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales

MOM .1011111•11

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

410

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

• locally owned/operated

Well Drilling
We//Pump Service

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

OM• fOO

PRICE SECURITY

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Resident/a/
Agriculture/

753-9562

UNIT SIZE

Fri. 10 am.
Fri. 91.m.
Mon.9 a.m.
Mon. 12 pa
Tue. lp.m.
WedJ2p.
Thar. 12 p.m

Hill Electric

270.753.5562

720 S. 4T11 ST.

ISE

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Call NICKI PEACH

'Removal
-Stump Grinding
"Firewood

Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

H & H Guns

753-2222

753-385

2 or 3BR Houses

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Residential & Commercial

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

paid for
good, used guns
Cash

605 E South

812 WhIteell Ave.

NICE
duplex, 2BR,
2BA, all appliances, no
pets, $520. 270-4365927 or 270-978-2861.

Storage Rentals

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

11 9

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
e Now Have $O Climate Control Units

and en,rUnen

Citteell For Rent

TYPE A CDL agricultural driver needed. Must
be willing to work long
hours and weekends if
needed. Drug screen
Background
and
check. 270-492-8702.

MINI
STORAGE
M1111111
Size Units

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes and all aluminum

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Pelf 1,1311ftilloI1 LI an equal6

Cook I $7.67/hr

HIRING Class A and
Class B CDL seasonal
in
Apply
drivers.
Person at Providence
Ag 521 South 16th
Street Mayfield KY
42066.

ON EA

11)0 1-800-545-11133 ekt 283

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
w/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR

1 OR 2tx apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109_

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive

STATE UNIVERSITY

When accessing the

ieet Thursday,
(Ice at Murraymeets for the
children as a
eir child's age.
1-498-8324 or

'I)'-.

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

rMURRAY

AUM
tg a seminar on
e seminar will
nt and will be
1 take home a
?.0 participants
;hould call the
t/debit card or
to the MSU
licate that it is
reservations is

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

320
Apartmonts For Rent

Notice

miyw.murrayStatet0bs.com

y time

N.

Kaci Tinsley

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

Apply online & view additional details at

y, Jan. 27 from
uez and Kathy

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40"k Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day.Period
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

for all your
classified needs

the Dolly
y at Qdoba
from 4-10 pm.

Call

I 1 sui SN •I x't,

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

ied
L for

2SFP) has been
il noon at Need

11.49, CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call
Nicki Peach

270-753-4461

C0,647104•

12
Difficulty Level **

'3

—

r

-

-
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Nebo lack
Mt years ago
Murray High School's speech
team took third place honors during
an open invitational competition
in Lexington. Their showing will
quality 14 members of the group a
place in the Kentucky High School
Speech League's state tournament
planned for March.
Tyler Brodtmen,a senior at Cal*ay County High School, was sepiled as the January Student of the
Moods for the Murray Rotary Club.
Dorothy Terry Rogers, grief discOvety specialist, spoke at the Jan"nary meeting of the Kappa Depart'Amin of the Murray Woman's Club.
Shown with Rogers is Wilda Jean
1Purdom, Linda LaRochelle, Mary
iShipley, Carolyn Marcum, Sheree
Stay and Danette Jones.
i Pegs Myers, Eleanor Diuguid
and Ann Wright are shown cutting
and sewing material to make boys'
shorts and girls' dresses for youth in
,fslicaragua during the annual Sew'A-Thon at First United Methodist
Church.
Twenty years ago
• Pictured are members of the
• Murray School Board who were
,honored recently as part of School
Board Recognition Month. They
include Sally Alexander, Murray
;Superintendent WA. Franklin; Annette Haneline, Van Haverstock,
Richard Crouch and William Smith.
Edsel Proctor is pictured making
a plea to the Calloway County Fiscal Court to consider establishing
a special taxing district to handle
fading for the new jail.
— Keri Razzed, a senior at Murray
h School, represented Calloway
giunty at the Kentucky's Junior
Miss Program in Lexington in January. Bazzell was one of 35 young
women from across Kentucky who
were selected to compete in the state
program.
Pictured are a group of students
it Murray High School who gather each morning for a moment of
prayer. The students organized the
group themselves.
Mary Jane Littleton is pictured
with her aunt, the late Desiree
Hosick. Memorials to "Miss Desiree" have made available to the

Calloway County Public Library the
World's 100 Greatest Books series.
A study of the first book, Homer's
Mad,wdl be held at the library.
ildely years ago
Fort Heiman in New Concord has
stood the test of cannonballs, rifle
fire and time. Now it is facing a new
threat, that of a bulldozer. Albert
Winn Jackson of Paris, Tennessee,
owns the land but can no longer afford the $30,000 in annual mortgage
payments. Jackson has plans to file
the necessary paperwork to establish the Ft. Heiman Foundation to
preserve the sight.
Mark West scored a game-high
21 points including five free throws
to pace Murray High School to a
73-72 double-overtime victory over
host Calloway County.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Speech Team
compiled a total of 359 points to
take first place sweepstake honors
in the Sixth Annual Russellville
Speech Tournament.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Chester on Jan.
14.
Elected as officers of Wrangler
Riding Club were Red Woods, Noel
Smith,Lois Woods,Peggy Rushing,
Sharon Crass and Betty Wicker.
Fifty years ago
Pictured are Mrs. W.Z. Carter and
Carter Elementary Principal Dennis
Taylor as they view a portrait of the
late WZ.Carter hung at the school.
Mrs. Henry Holton was commissioned to paint the portrait.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Tinsley and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Swift.
Sixty years ago
Lamb's Stockyard on Hazel
Highway burned last night. Joe Pat
Lamb is the owner.
Rudolph Riley, owner of Riley
Furniture Market, Murray, attended
market at Chicago, Illinois. Greene
Wilson is the manager of the store.

Unplanned pregnancy can
become welcome surprise
DEAR ABBY: I just read the
letter from "Expecting in Canada"
(Sept. 8) and am disappointed in
her daughters'reaction to her pregnancy,as were you.
My own mother announced she
was pregnant
with my baby
brother•when
she was 42
and my sister
and I were
college.
in
46
Now,
years later,
I can say he
is one of the
best things
Dear Abby
that ever hapby
pened to our
family. He
Abigail
great
took
Van Buren
care of both
my parents as
they grew older and was with them
when each passed away. My sister
and I are very close to him, even
though we nicknamed him "the
crown prince" and teased him because that's how my parents treated him.
I hope "Expecting's" daughters
will eventually embrace this great
gift. If they don't, they may miss
out on a wonderful experience and
a lot of love. -- ELDER SISTER
OF THE CROWN PRINCE
DEAR ELDER SISTER:
Thank you for your letter. Readers wrote to share their personal experiences as you did. Most
agreed that having a child with
older parents and siblings can be a
life-changing event. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was a surprise
baby. My birth mother was 40 and
my birth father was 67. My sisters
were 15 and 16. The older one was
not happy; the younger one loved
having a baby sister.
As fate would have it, my mother died when I was 7 years old.
My father was too old to care for
a child, so my older sister, the one
who hadn't been thrilled with my
arrival, and her husband became

Value of direct current stimulation
to brain still unproven
be effective for treating nerve pain.
This includes back and leg pain.
pain and numbness in hands and
feet caused by diabetes, and fibromYalflia-- DAMAGE FROM STROKE:
Early research suggests that tDCS
may improve a person's ability to
move and speak and to overcome
spatial neglect. That is the inability
to notice or recognize objects on
one side of the body.
-- EATING DISORDERS: In
early studies, tDCS has reduced
episodes of binge eating and bulimia in women with those eating
disorders.
-- MEMORY AND LEARNING: Many recent studies have
evaluated the effect of tDCS on
people's ability to perform mental tasks. Studies have focused on
tasks that involve recognizing visual patterns, recalling lists of unrelated words or doing math problems. Overall, the results indicate
the technique is most likely to improve mental function when used
together with other types of training, such as learning new systems
for remembering names.
Some manufacturers are selling
tDCS devices directly to consumers. But these devices aren't regulated by the FDA, and there is no
guarantee they are safe or effective. I would avoid them.
I also would avoid going to a
doctor who uses tDCS without
studying ILS effects. It is an unproven treatment, though adverse
effects seem to be few (temporary
nausea, headache, irritation of the
skin under the electrode).
More important, tDCS is of unproven value. For that reason, the
thing to do, if you're interested
in trying tDCS, is to enroll in one
of the many clinical trials seeking
volunteers. To find one in your
area,go to the study database maintained by the National Institutes of
Health at www.clinicaltrials.gov.
(Dr. Komaroff'is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: I saw an
ad for something called a "tDCS
brain-stimulating device." It supposedly helps improve memory
and thinking. Is it worth a try?
DEAR READER: Transcranial
direct current
stimulation
(tDCS)transmits a current
into the brain
through electrodes (little
metal plates)
on the forehead or scalp.
The current
Dr. Kamera'', is weak; it
comes from a
by
9-volt battery
Dr. Anthony (the size used
in a smoke
Komaroff
detector).
People who
undergo tDCS may feel their scalp
tingle and hear a humming noise.
Doctors can control whether the
current activates -- or suppresses
-- the neurons in your brain that lie
beneath the electrodes.
The technique of tDCS has been
tried on and off for more than 100
years. The technique is different
from another increasingly used
technique called transcranial magnetic stimulation.
I spoke to Dr. Daniel Press, a
neurologist with the Berenson-Allen Center for Noninvasive Brain
Stimulation at Harvard-affiliated
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center. He says that brain stimulation, if used carefully, looks promising. That's especially true if combined with other therapies. Several
studies are underway to see if, and
how,tDCS can be used to sharpen
mental skills and treat symptoms
of mind-body disorders.
For now,tDCS is only FDA-approved to speed the absorption of
certain medications through the
Dear Abby is written by Ab- skin. But it is being used "off laigail Van Buren, also known as bel" to treat many other conditions.
Jeanne Phillips,and was founded These include:
-- CHRONIC PAIN: tDCS may
by her mother,Pauline Phillips.

my "parents." Not every day was
perfect, but my life was very blessed.
My sister, whom I called Mamma, became ill in her 60s, and my
brother-in-law, whom I called Daddy for the rest of his life, also had
health problems. I became their
"legs" for many errands. When
Daddy died I became Mamma's
primary caregiver.
I would like those two girls to
know that the little "intruder" may
just be the one who takes care of
them someday. I'm shocked that
the parents would even entertain
the idea of giving the baby away.
-- JUDY IN LOUISIANA
DEAR ABBY: When I was a
junior in high school, my mother
told me she was pregnant. I was
disgusted and angry, and I told her
so. As I reflect back on it, I'm mor
tified that I could be so cruel. After
giving it more thought, I realized I
was annoyed to think my parents
were sexual beings.
Teenagers that age are just coming to terms with their own sexuality. They can also be somewhat
selfish and self-absorbed. While it
may be a family matter to some extent, it really is between the mother
and father.
My little brother is very close to
me now and, more important,close
to my children, who are nearer
in age to him. I hope that mother
won't let the temporary opinion of
the daughters ruin a beautiful experience of a shared love. -- CHERYL IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: "Expecting"
should ask her daughters to be
a part of the baby's life, such as
going to doctor's appointments,
picking out clothes, decorating the
room, giving name suggestions
and having them participate in a
baby shower. -- STEPHANIE IN
ILLINOIS

Illota From lelolso

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 26, the
26th day of 2016. There are 340
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
. On Jan. 26, 1915, President
Woodrow Wilson signed the Rocky
Mountain National Park Act, which
created America's 10th national
park.
On this date:
• -In 1784,in a letter to his daughter
Sarah, Benjamin Franklin expressed
unhappiness over the choice of the
bald eagle as the symbol of America, and stated his own preference:

Murr.

the turkey.
In 1788, the first European settlers in Australia, led by Capt. Arthur Phillip, landed in present-day
Sydney.
In 1837, Michigan became the
26th state.
In 1870, Virginia rejoined the
Union.
In 1925, actor Paul Newman was
born in Shaker Heights, Ohio.
In 1939, during the Spanish Civil
War, rebel forces led by Gen. Francisco Franco captured Barcelona.
In 1942, the first American Ex-

peditionary Force to go to Europe
during World War II arrived in Belfast, Northern Ireland.
In 1950, India officially proclaimed itself a republic as Rajendra Pr-asad took the oath of office as
president.
In 1962, the United States
launched Ranger 3 to land scientific
instruments on the moon — but the
probe ended up missing its target by
more than 22,000 miles.
In 1979, former Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller died in New
York at age 70.

BABY BLUES"
INEU,,YSS,..OUT YOU ALSO
START STATE TESTING.

BLOND!E
LOU, THIS COFFEE
TASTES LIKE
CRISPY 111ACON!

ITS II%
TEST.

'TUFA
GOES OUR
SCLACOL,'S
AIEV-06E!

THEN WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
WHO SAID THERE'S
A PROBLEM"

A FROSTY VIEW OF VINEGAR?
Dear Heloise: I live in an apartment and park my
car outside. Someone told me you had a hint using
VINEGAR to help prevent frost on the windows.
Sounds iffy? -- Rex W., Fort Wayne,Ind.
Well, yes, there is an old hint using vinegar that
my mother (the original Heloise, 1919-1977) printed decades ago. It's all over
the Internet, and Ifind it funny
that I can't find where this has
been tested. Everyonejust keeps
printing and reprinting the same
hint. I'll print the old information here, with a caveat: I have
not been able to test this. I live
in San Antonio, and we don't get
much freezing weather.
Use household vinegar (2/3
cup white or apple cider) mixed
with water (1/3 cup), and wipe
by
spray on the windshield the
or
HeleiSe
night before it's supposed to
freeze.I'd try regular household
5 percent acetic-acid vinegar rather than diluting it,
since it's not that strong anyway. Let me know! -- Heloise
WIRELESS DOORBELL
Dear Heloise: I read your column daily in The Columbian in Vancouver, Wash. After my surgery, my
husband couldn't hear me from the bedroom if he was
in another part of the house. A wireless doorbell (less
than $20)solved the problem.
We put the "button" on my nightstand and the bell
portion, which plugs into an outlet, in our hallway. He
was able to hear the bell from the other rooms of our
home. -- Marcia H., Vancouver, Wash.
DAILY PLANNER
Dear Heloise: As an active retiree living in Florida's The Villages,keeping a daily planner can get very

busy. To solve this problem,I enter medical appointments in red,golf tee times in green and other appointments in black. This saves lots of time and confusion.
Thank you for always starting my day on a happy note.
-- Rose M.,The Villages, Ha.
Rose,thank you for reading the column and contributing a helpful hint. I don't know if your color-coding was on purpose, but I chuckled at the red
for medical and green for golf! Hope you will come
hear me April 17, when I do my presentation at The
Villages,and on April 14 at Jennifer'sin Fort Myers
for a meet and greet plus a book signing. -- Hugs,
Heloise
TURNING PAGES
Dear Heloise: I often see people licking their thumb
and finger while flipping through a newspaper, magazine or book,and I can't help but think how unsanitary
and unpalatable it is.
I put a few ice cubes in a small glass of water and
keep it close at hand.The "sweat" moistens my fingers
and keeps the paper fresh and sanitary for the next person to enjoy. -- lane A., Beavercreek, Ohio
WRAPPING PAPER
Dear Heloise: After the holidays, I roll the remaining wrapping paper and insert it in the cardboard core.
It's a much easier and neater way to store, and keeps it
looking new for next year. -- Ruth R., via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords

QUE5110N *7: A CLUSTER
OF GEESE iS CALLED
'A GAGGLE.' WHAT 15 A
CLUSTER OF RODENTS
CALLED?

A RAT
PACK.

flARFIELD
THERE'3 NEVER
A DULL MOMENT
AROUND HERE

HEY, BARFIELD, WANNA
WATCH ME SORT SOCKS?

0

ACROSS
1 Stylishly quaint
6 Esau's twin
11 Mermaid's home
12 Bush's successor
13 Meredith Wilson show
15 Junior, to senior
16 Major no-no
17 Early hour
18 Spells
20 Two-faced god
23 Judge's wear
27 Midterm,for one
28 Yen
29 Credit's opposite
31 Play setting
32 Reagan nickname
34 Cry loudly
37 Gettysburg loser
38 Pub pint
41 Billy Joel nickname
44 Uke bar beer
45 Leaning
46 Fence supports
47 Transmits

18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
30
31
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
42
43
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Compass point
One of the Clarnpetts
Log chopper
Collar
Lingerie item
Nest item
Look upon
Dutch blooms
Fragrances
Brewed beverage
Halt
"Dear mei"
Wagers
Grace finish
Touch down
Finishes
Touch lightly
Bauxite, for one
2

1

3

4

FAME
POLE
AGENT
CORED
NERVE
OCEAN
L I E
COGNAC
KNOT
HEROES
YON
CARETS
GOBAD
SCOWLS CAT
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1 Goes bad
2 Canyon sound
3 New driver, often
4 Flock father
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For the second straight season,
the second-ranked Murray State
rifle team rifle team walked away
from its own Withrow Invitational
as the winners Saturday at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
The Racers used multiple season- and career-best performances
from several different shooters to
post a 4,691 to beat No.8 Nebraska,
No. 9 Memphis, No. 12 Jacksonville State, No. 16 Ole Miss, No. 20
UT Martin,the UT Martin women's
team and Alabama-Birmingham.
MSU was able to earn the win
without the services of sophomore
Ivan Roe, who currently leads the
team in all three categories on the
season. He is in Germany competing at the Bavarian Airgun Championships.
"I am proud of the effort we
showed this weekend all the way
around," Racers head coach Alan
LoIllar said."We performed to our
standards and had different people
come through in contributing roles.
I think it really shows our depth and
the value of our preparation, both of
which will be key for us down the
road."
In Roe's place, freshman Barbara Schlapfer stepped up to lead the
squaded shooters with an 1,176 aggregate, after posting a team-high
585 in smallbore and a 591 in air
rifle. Despite not being a counted
scorer in the match, Ryan Limpus
posted career-highs in all three categories including a 584 in smallbore and a 592 in air rifle to tie
Schlapfer at 1,176.
Senior Tessa Howald matched
Schlapfer's snaallbore performance
with a season,high 585 to go along
with a 589 insair rifle for a total of
1,174. The day's best air rifle score
went to freshman Alathea Sellars,
who shot a career-high 594, which
was paired with a 576 in smallbore to finish at 1,170. Freshman
MacKenzie Martin turned in a 582
in smallbore and a 588 in air rifle
for an 1,170 aggregate score, while
Ben Estes used a 575 smallbore
and a 589 air rifle to round out the
squaded shooters at 1,164.
Kaitlyn Wilson posted season-highs across the board on the
day with a 576 smallbore and a 588
air rifle to end at 1,164, while Keri
Marlin matched her career-high
in air rifle at 587 to finish with an
1,156, after shooting a 569 in smallbore. Robert Broadstreet also had
an excellent day at the range with
career highs of 584 in smallbore
and 1,171 in aggregate and a season-high 587 in air rifle. Eric Sloan
shot a career-high 574 in smallbore
and a 579 in air rifle to finish with a
total of 1,153, while Hannah Harris
shot an 1,145 after a 578 in air rifle
and a 576 in smallbore.
Murray State will return to action next weekend for its final
tuneup before the 2016 OVC Rifle Championships on Feb. 6-7 in
Murray. For next Saturday's regular-season finale, the Racers will
travel across the Commonwealth to
take on third-ranked host Kentucky
and No.9 Memphis.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

By JEFF ARD11
Sports Editor
Murray State sophomore Kedrick
Flomo
wonders
what his season basketball could have
been.
Flomo, who entered the 2015-16
campaign as a contender to be the Racers' starting point
guard, returned to
the MSU bench last
week for the first
time since having
emergency
openheart surgery last November in Nashville.

During preseason practice, Flomo
said he was more tired than normal.
"To be honest, it was random. I have
been getting checkups my whole life
and they never found anything," Flomo
said."For about two weeks in practice,I
was getting tired and I knew something
wasn't right. So. I went to (Murray
State) Health Services to get a checkup.
When they got to my heart, they said
something was wrong and, at first, they
thought it was a heart murmur."
Flomo went to see Murray State head
athletic trainer Eric Frederick, who confirmed it. Then,Flomo had X-rays taken
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"When the X-rays came back, they
told me that I had a heart valve that
was leaking. After that, they told me I
needed immediate heart surgey," Flomo

said."So, I flew to Vanderbilt (in a Life
Flight helicopter)."
Homo said he did not experience
any pain and thought he had been feeling fine.
"My parents (David and Gbanjer
Flomo) were scared when all of this
happened, but I stayed calm as I could.
I have faith in God and it helped me,"
Flomo said.
One thing Flomo has learned is that
you have to live for the moment.
"You have to give it your all and
go hard every time because you never
know when it can be taken away from
you," Flomo said.
Flomo had his eye on the starting
point guard job that Bryce Jones earned
after Flomo was sidelined. During the final two games of MSU's exhibition trip

to Canada,Flomo averaged 10 points.
After an inconsistent first half, Homo believes the Racers are beginning to
gel.
"I think our team is coming together right now. We're starting to hit our
stride," Flomo said."I know everybody
worked super-hard last summer and I
think our team will be rewarded for 'it
very soon."
In his down time, Flomo said he expanded his passion for basketball aria
stayed in touch with his Racer teammates via social media.
"I watched so much basketball, like
NBA League Pass,and I tried to keep up
with my teammates by talking to them
on FaceTime," Flomo said.
See ROLE, Page 8

ALL A BOYS AND GIRLS BASKETBALL REGION 1 TOURNAMENT

MHS
wins fifth
straight
Region 1
tourney

Tigers use
defense to
claim All
A state
berth

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

CHARLESTON, Ill. — The
Murray State women's track and
field team competed at the John
Craft Invitational on Friday and
Saturday. The Racers produced six
first-place finishes and six personal
records.
Taylor McCanunon,Chleo L,eGrand, Tamdra Lawrence and Brittany Bohn had first-place finishes for
MSU. McCanunon placed first in
the long jump (17 feet); LeGrand
won the pole vault (10-11 1/2);
Lawrence ran first in the 60 meters
(7.69 seconds)and captured the 200
meters (2533), Bohn finished first
in the 800 meters (2:14) and had a
second-place finish in the 600 meters (1:38).
Murray State competed in the
distance meter relay for the first
time this season. Lawrence, Hester, Tia Weston and Vallery Korir
placed first (12:14), while Leah
Krause, Heathen)' Paschall, Taylor
Adcock and Meagan Smith finished
third (13:00) and Caroline Grogan, Ida Mutai, Anna Curlin and

MAYFIELD — The No. 6
Murray High Lady Tigers were
expected to be in this position
all along, but no one was going
to giftwrap them their fifth consecutive All-A Girls Basketball
Region 1 Tournament championship trophy.
So,they took it by force.
Carlisle County battled every possession of the tournament just to get to the end of the
bracket, while the Lady Tigers
were winning their games by an
average of 57 points.
As it has been all season long,
Murray High was simply on a
different level. The Lady Comets played the role of David from
the tipoff, but when the dust
cleared, Goliath was still standing.
Macey Turley led MHS with
a game-high 18 points and eight
steals (seven in the first half),
Alexis Burpo chipped in 13
points, Lex Mayes added eight
and Brittany Lawson scored
eight off the bench as the Lady
Tigers(20-1) hammered Carlisle
County 71-31 to move to the All
A Girls Basketball State Tournament on Wednesday in Franfort.
Now, Murray High has the
opportunity to right the wrongs
of Feb. 1,2015, when it lost to
Covington Holy Cross in the final seconds of last season's All A
state tournament title game.
"We definitely wanted to
take care of business this week,"
MHS head coach Rechelle Turner said."We wanted to pay attention to detail and play extremely
hard. We felt like, if we played
well,then we would get a chance
to go back and make up for last
year's loss in the finals to Holy
Cross.
"I thought we were active and
we ran the floor. We are definitely at our best when we play fast
and these kids got out and ran
the ball this week."
The Lady Tigers ran the ball
and then some.The average margin of victory in its 15 consecutive All A regional tournament
victories has been 39 points and,
Monday night was no different.
Waldrop was held to six
points in limited minutes, but
that only continued to pinpoint
Murray High's depth.
"It just goes to show that
we're not a one-dimensional
team. They're so unselfish and
they play well together. They're
a joy to coach and I'm extremely
blessed," Turner said.
Turley, arguably the tournament MVP, used the first quarter to show why she deserved to
make the all-tournament team,
along with Waldrop, Burpo and
Mayes.
Thrley's 15-foot jumper and

MAYFIELD — Up 22-6 after
making a 16-0 run with 1:26 remaining in the first quarter, Murray High head coach Ban Flener
called his players into a quick
huddle. His message was four
words, but it resonated until the
final buzzer:"Don't let them in."
After a 24-8 first quarter,
the Tigers took the All-A Boys
Basketball Region 1 Tournament championship game by
the horns, taking down the Carlisle Comets 77-58 on Monday
for their second straight All.-A
regional title and first back-toback titles since 2009. Murray High (16-4) never allowed
the Comets any closer than 12
points the rest of the way and,at
one point, led by 29 points late
in the third quarter.
"We really came out in attack-mode again. Our guys
were just getting to the rim arid
we weren't settling for antthing against their zone," Flener
said. "Once we got that going. I
thought our defense was really
strong early. We started limiting
them to one shot. Our stat guy
told me that we outrebounded them 19-3 in the first half.:I
don't think I've ever seen that
before. We really did a good jOb
on the glass and that was the key
to the early start for us.Something Flener has sec
plenty of in his two years wisli
the Tigers is an abundance qf
scoring from James Boone and
Preston English. After a 20-poiot
first quarter in the semifinal
round against Ballard Memorial
on Sunday,Boone had an encore
effort with 21 points.
But it was English who stole
the show with 23 points, helped
by six 3-pointers, as the Tigers
will,once again,travel to Frankfort for the All-A Boys Basketball State Tournament.
If there was any questitan
whether Boone and Englishi
should headline the regional
all-tournament team, they put
any doubt to rest by combining
for 43 points in 24 minutes before resting in the fourth quarter.
It wasn't anything special that
sparked English and Boone'S
recent brilliance; it's something
they've been communicating
about for some time.
"We've just been talking .-to
each other and working out together," English said. "We've
been kind of laid back, it's funny. We just kind of got it in oar
minds to take over a little more.
We feel like we're the type 14
players that can do that."
Duane Curtis finished with
13 points, Ethan Clark chipped
in seven and Iry Hombucklt
scored six, while having to deal
with twin towers Austin and

II See ROUNDUP,Page 8

•See MHS, Page 8

WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
MSU win six events during
John Craft invitational

WILLARD JONES, www.jonesphoto.biz / For The Ledger & limes
TOP: The Murray High Lady Tigers pose for a picture after winning the All A Girls Basketball Region 1 Tournament championship Monday at Mayfield High School. TOP: Murray
High's Macey Turley controls the ball against Carlisle County. BOTTOM: The Murray
High Tigers pose for a picture after winning the All A Boys Basketball Region 1 Tournament championship Monday at Mayfield High School.

•See TIGERS,Paw 8
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Racers in the NBA
Isaiah Canaan
Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander

JBan
Lase Baur
7 poinb,
3 Mends,
1 assist
1 Mat
1 block
Sunday
vs. Boston

1702 Vim/ 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
tu,ut lexasider Okyfb corn
(270)753-4703

t

HOME• AUTO• LIFE
AREA SCHEDULE
Teelay's Gauss
BOYS BA68E1SALL
730 p.m
;
, Calloway County at Graves County

SPORTS ON TV
Toderes Games
COLLEGE BASICETIALL
5:30 p.m.
FS1 -Creighton at Georgetown
6 p.m.
- Memphis at UCF
-Indiana at Wisconsin
-Texas Tech at Oklahoma
Silt,-FicOda St at Boston College
' ESPREWS
s
-Kansas St at West Virginia
C- Mississippi St. at South Carolina
7:30 p.m.
SI - Xavier at Providence
6 p.m.
N -SE Louisiana at Texas MM-CC
.
tSPN-Georgia at LSU
, ESINIU-Flonda at Vanderbilt
• SEC-Tennessee at Alabama
10 p.m.
ESMIU-San Diego St at Nevada
GOLF
10:30 p.m.
GOLF-Commercial Bank Qatar Masters,first
round, at Doha. Qatar
NBA
6:30 pm
NBA-Oklahoma City at New York
9:30 p.m.
NBA-Dallas at LA takers
NM
6:30 p.m.
NBCSN -Chicago at Carolina
9 p.m.
NBCSN -Colorado at San Jose
TENNIS
2 am.
ESPN2-Australian Open, men's & women's
quarterfinals, at Melbourne,Australia
8 p.m.
ESPN2-Australian Open, men's & women's
quarterfinals, at Melbourne,Australia
2:30 a.m.(Wednesday)
. ESP142- Australian Open, men's & women's
.3uarter1inals, at Melbourne,Australia
WINTER SPORTS
et:
110 p.m.
mu
•NBCSN-RS Alpine Mang,World Cup: Men's
alom, at Schladming,Austria
WOMEN'S COU.EGE BASICETHALL
7 p.nL
BIN -Illinois at Minnesota

1

PRO FOOTBALL

NFL PLAYOFFS
Wild-Card Round
Jan.9 Results
4nsas City 30. Houston 0
18, Cincinnati 16
JUL 10 Raab
0
a...i.
10, Minnesota 9
Bay 35 at Washington 18
Divisional Playoffs
•
Jan.16 Results
New England 27. Kansas City 20
Arizona 26, Green Bay 20,01
Jan.17 Reins
Carolina 31,Sean* 24
Denver 23, Pittsburgh 16
Conference Championships
Sunday's Results
AFC
Denver 20, New England 18
NFC
Carolina 49, Arizona 15
Pro Bowl
Sunday's Same
At Nenalidu
Team Rice vs. Team Irvin,6 p.m.(ESPN)

HOCKEY
Mt
EASTBWI CONFENBICE
Allodic(Men
W L OT PlaGF GA
28 15 5 61 130 107
Ronda
25 16 8 58 122 124
Detroit
26 17 5 57 145 125
Boston
26 18 4 56 In 117
Twin BM
24 21 4 52 134 129
Moalreel
Ottawa
23 20 8 52 137 152
17 20 9 43 113 128
Toronto
19 28 4 42 111 134
Buffalo
Melrepenui Men
W I OT Pet OF GA
Washington
35 8 3 73 155 100
N.Y. Rangers
27 17 5 59 142 129
N.Y. Islanders
25 16 6 56 130 118
New Jersey
25 19 5 55 114 116
23 17 7 53 119 120
Pittsburgh
Carolina
22 20 8 52 118 135
Philadelphia
20 18 8 48 105 124
Columbia
18 V 5 41 128 161
WEST13111 CONFERENCE
Central Innen
Ni L OT lots GF GA
33 15 4 70 147 117
Chicago
31 14 5 67 162 133
Dallas
St Louis
28 16 8 64 129 128
23 17 9 55 121 115
Mmesota
Colorado
26 21 3 55 138 133
Nashville
22 18 8 52 125 129
Winnipeg
21 24 3 45 121 138
Panic Melon
Ni L OT Pb GF GA
Los Andes
30 15 3 63 126 109
Sauces
25 18 4 54 136 128
Arizona
24 19 5 53 129 141
Vancouver
20 18 11 51 121 137
Anahelin
21 18 7 49 95 109
21 23 3 45 125 144
DION'S
Edmonton
19 26 5 43 122 149
NOTE:Two points for a win,one point for overtime
loss.
Sunday% non
Ottawa 3, KY Reimers 0
Carolina 5, C.algery 2
Chicago 2,St Louis 0
Los Angeles 3,San Jae 2,01
ppd., weather
Pittsburgh at Mn
=
i
Results
Arizona 2,liennesola ISO
Detrolt 4,KY. hinders 2
Bodo 3,PhIsdelphla 2
Columbia 5, Montreal 2
N.Y. Rangers 6, Buffalo 3
Dallas 2, Calory 1
Teday's Games
Anaheim at Boston,6 p.m
New Jersey at fittaburgh,6 p.m.
Chicane at Carolina,6:30 pin.
Columbus at Montreal,6:30 p.m.
Buffalo at Ono610 p.m.
Toronto at Florida,6:30 p.m.
Arizona at Winnipeg,7 p.m
Nashville at Vancouver,9 pm.
Colorado at San Jose,9 p.m.
VAidnesday's Games
TC(01111) at Tampa Bay,6 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington,7 p.m.
Nashville at Calgary,8:30 p.m.
Colorado at Los Angeles,9:30 p.m.

PRO BASKETBALL
Tomb
Boston
New York

NBA
EISTI3111 CONFERBICE
Anne Onion
Ni
L
29
15
25
21
22
24

12
33 .267 17%
133 23%
6
39
Seselbsest DAUM
Pet GB
Ni
I
19 .587 27
nob
533 2%
24
21
Wont
22
23 .488
Chinon
5
22 .476
Viteinkiglon
20
465 5%
23
Orlando
20
Central nano
I
hi GB
Ni
12
721 31
Clevelend
19 .568 6%
Chicago
25
8
21
Detroit
.533
24
Indira
.523 8%
23
21
19
27 .413 13%
MIN/auk/0
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Southwest Wein
L
Pet GB
Ni
Sin Antonio
7 .844 38
Memphis
26
20 .565 12%
71
Dna
.543 13%
25
14
22 .532
Hann
25
New Orleans
16
28 .364 21%
Ilortfavest Otalsion
L
Pd GB
Ni
717 13
Oliis1City
33
Palen
13
20
26 .435
13
19
25 .432
Uhn
37815½
17
28
Denver
19
14
32 .304
Minnesota
Pecific Dann
Pet GB
W
I
41
Golden Stab
4 .911 16
LA. Clippers
.636 12%
28
24
Sacramento
.455 20%
20
27
31
Phoenix
.311
14
37 .196 32%
LA Lakers
9
5-0Results
Houston 115, Dallas 104
Toronto 112,LA. Clippers 94
Boston 112, Philadelphia 92
Broddyn 116,Oldahoma City 106
Menders Results
Clanand 114, Minnesota 107
Boston 116,Washington 91
Mien 99,Chicago 84
Houston 112, New Orleans 111
Memphis 108, Orlando 102,OT
Detroit 95, Utah 92
Atlanta 119,Denver 105
Clarions 129, Sacramento 126,207
Golden Stale 120,San'Monk)90
Today's Guess
Lk Clippers at Indiana,6 p.m.
Phoenix at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Washington at TOILWAD,6:30 p.m.
Mani at Brooklyn,6:30 p.m.
Oklahoma City at New York,6:30 am.
Orlando at Mihissulum,7 p.m.
Sacramento at Portland,9 p.m.
Dallas at LA takers,9:30 p.m.
Wsdaseday's Games
Phoenix at Cleveland,6 p.m.
Denver at Boston,6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Detroit,630 p.m.
Oldahorna City at Minnesota,7 p.m
Houslco at San Antonio,7 p.m.
LA. Clippers at Atlanta,7 p.m.
Charlotte at Utah,8 p.m.
Dallas at Golden State,9:30 p.m
Brooklyn
Philadelphia

kw Bawl
Feb.7 Gains
At Santa Ceara, CaW.
Denver vs Carolina, 5:30 p.m.(CBS)

Pet
.659
.543
.478

GB
5
8

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MEN
AP TOP 25 FARED
Maidny's Results
1 Oklahoma (16-2) did not play. Next: vs. Texas
Tech,Tuesday.
2. North Carolina (18-2) did not day. Next vs.
Boston College, Satirday.
3. Iowa (16-3)did not play. Next at No.8 Maryland,Thursday.
4. Kansas (16-4) lost to No. 14 Iowa State 8572. Next vs. No. 20 Kentucky,Saturday.
5.Texas MM(17-2)cad not play. Next at Manta,Wednesday.
6. Venom (17-3) did not play. Next at St

Cameron Payne
lug
Illimon Eli
11•111
Last Gem
10 poinb,
0 rebounds,
2 assists,
1 sesal,
1 tioe•
at Brooklyn
John's,Sundry
7. Xavier Lay.did not May Next at Na 10
Providence,
liternid (17-3) did not play. Not vs. No. 3
Iowa,Thando.
9. Wed WritsM4-3) did not play Nut 41
Kansas Slit
10. Proieldeene(17-3)did not play. Neat vs. No.
7 Kmiec
11. elo:nia
mildl
(t-4) dd not My Next at Wake
Forest,Tuesday
12. lielchigen Seib (17-4) did not play. Not at
Northwestern, Munn
13. MAU(16-1)did not play Nat vs. Memphis,
Saturday.
14. Iowa State (16-4) beat No 4 Kansas 85-72.
Next at No.5 Tex MM.Snaday.
15. linami(16-3) best No. 24 Duke 80-89. Not
at N.C. Seale, Saturday.
16.lounge(16-3)did not play. Next at Virginia Tech, Wednesday.
17. Baylor(15-4)did not play. Next at Mahone
Stab,Wednesday.
18. Artzona (16-4) did not play. Next vs. No. 23
Oregon,Thursday.
10. Indiana (17-3)did not play. Next at Wisconsin,Tuesday
20. Kentucky (15-4) did not play. Next vs. Mbsouri, Wednesday.
21. Purdue (17-4) did not play. Next at Minnesota, Wednesday.
n. Wichita State (14-5) se not OM Nut Y4
Loyola of Chicago, Wednesday.
23. Oregon (16-4) did not play. Next at No. 18
Arizona,Thursday.
24. Duke (15-6) lost to No. 15 Miami 80-69.
Next at Georgia Tacit, Tuesday, Feb. 2.
25.11okt Dame(14-5)did not play. Next at Syracuse,Thursday.
STMIDINGS
AMERICAN ATMETIC
Conference
DAMN
Ni L Pet Ni L Pot
7 1 .875 18 1 .947
%AU
5 2 .714 13 6 .684
Tulsa
5 2 .714 11 7 .611
Temple
UConn
4 2 .667 14 5 .737
4 2 .667 10 7 .588
UCF
Cincinnati
5 3 .625 15 6 .714
3 3 .500 12 7 .632
Memphis
3 4 .429 13 6 .684
Houston
1 6 .143 911 .450
East Cardine
1 7 .125 813 .381
Tulane
South Florida
1 7 .125 4 17 .190
Sunday's Results
Temple 89,SMU 80
Cincinnati 97,Tulane 75
East Carolina U,Memphis 83
Tuna 75, UCF 60
Mondm's Results
No games scheduled
Today's Games
Memphis at LICE 6 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Temple at East Carolina,6 p.m.
Tulsa at Houston,7 p.m.
South Florida at Tulane,7 p.m.
ATLANTIC COAST
Overall
Conference
W I Pet Ni L Pet
7 0 1.000 16 2 .900
North Carolina
Louisville
5 1 .833 16 3 .842
5 2 .714 16 3 .842
Miami
5 2 .714 16 3 .642
PlUsburgh
Notre Dame
5 2 .714 14 5 .737
Clemson
5 2 .714 12 7 .632
4 3 .571 15 4 .789
Y1791114
4 3 .571 12 8 .600
Vlitinis Tech
DUI(10
4 4 .500 15 6 .714
Syracuse
3 5 .375 13 8 .619
2 5 .286 12 7 .632
Florida St
1 5 .167 11 8 .579
Georgia Tech
1 6 .143 11 9 .550
NC State
1 6 .143 10 9 .526
Wale Forest
0 6 .000 7 12 .368
itil!"1!
„ "Sunday's Results
leen Okla 75,Virginia Tech 70

MOW 73,5-sGB
No aims scludied
Weft floors
Inns"Oman
nod 80, Dun 40
Draft at Sae St,7 pm
ataissier's some
Tearslow
&woo St. at Wen $i,5 pm.
Ronda St. at Bombs Cann 6 p.m.
N. lova at beau8 pm.
*dna at Wake Fenn 5 pm.
Loeb of Man at Wan St,8 p.m
Vlensenes floss
SOVIMEASIWIN
Illinir0 at Cleinen.S Ow
Overall
Cunneen
Georgie bdi at NC Silk 7 p.m.
Pot
Nit hit Vi/
Lange at Virginia Ten 7 PAL
.895
17
1.030
0
7
MAI
Tams
NG 11N
.789
5 2 .714 15
Kink*
Cadmace
Overall
014
5 2 .714 13
Roads
Ni I Pet Ni I Pot
.632
12
.714
2
5
LSU
Udine
7 O10 17 3 050
015
4 2 607 17
South Carotins
lona
7 0 LOCO 16 3 .642
.847
4 3 .571 11
Georgie
6 2 .750 17 3 .850
Idniond
.579
11
.429
4
3
Vandeetill
Mingo
5 2 .714 15 5 .790
.528
3 4 .429 10
UNION
Nadir
5 3 .825 17 4 .110
.500
3 4 .429 9
Auburn
Ohio 81.
5 3 025 13 8 .519
3 4 .429 9 1 .474
?alumni
elleitipm SL
4 4 .500 17 4 .810
.632
2 5 as 12
Ilebrans
4 4 .503 12 9 .571
.556
1 5 .167 10
Msbeni
lionwastin
3 4 .429 15 5 .750
1 5 .167 81 .444
Wbccen
3 4 .429 11 9 .550
.421
11
8
.167
1 5
91 St
Inn
2 5 .21115 10 10 .500 =
binders Reeslb
Penn St.
1 8 .143 10 10 .500
No gems schedulid
Rulpin
0 7 .003 614 .300
Mende"bon
lelmsecti
0 8 BOO 6 14 .300
No
gimes schedin
Sombre Resin
nom
lows 83,Purdue 71
klealsein SL el=Cartibia,13 p.m
Mesiday's Needle
atVaiderbill,
8
p.m.
Flan
Ohio St lf& Penn St 46
Geo* at 1.9.1,8 p.m.
Games
Tennessee at Minns,8 p.m.
Indiana at Veismillit,
edilam.
Games
Weinsedey's fines
Wi
drat, p.m.
Taxes AMA at n:7:
Rutgers at Mingo6 pm.
pm.
at
fallealeappl,
6
/num
Purdue at Itramota,8 p.m.
Wean at Kentucky,8 p.m.
CO8IFENBICE USA
W011131
Connors
0.11fill
AP TOP 25 FARBI
Ni L Pet Ni L Pet
Resin
UPS
701.000 17 3 .850
not play Next at Tilea.
111.
0V
)
1. UCcein (18Middle Temesses
6 1 .857 14 5 .737
Wednsedry.
Marshall
6 1 .857 10 10 .500
2. South Carolina (19-0) did not play. Next vs.
HU
5 2 .714 11 9 .550
Thundey.
louisimm Tech
3 3 .500 14 5 .737
3. Note Dame(19-1)did not day Next at GeorUTIP
3 4 .429 11 9 .550
gia Ten Thursday.
Old DonMion
3 4 .429 10 10 .500
4. Baylor (19-1) We not play. Next: vs. Texas
Charlotte
3 4 .429 6 13 .316
Tech,Wednesday.
FAU
3 4 .429 515 .250
5. Merlin (17-2) vs. No. 18 MIchigen Stale.
Southern Miss.
2 4 .333 512 .294
Ned at Penn Bala Waldman
W. Kenticky
2 5 .286 10 10 .500
6. Tens (16-1) We not play Next vs. Kansas,
North Texas
2 5 .286 7 13 .350
1176A
2 5 .286 416 .200
ttals(15-4)We nd play. Next vs. NorthWildish
7.13 sid
oir
RIce
1 6 143 614 .300
western,rondo.
Sunday's Results
& Arbon State(17-3)did not play. Nat at DrNo gsmes scheduled
• Friday
Mooday's Rmules
wa
llets (16-3) did not play Next vs.
9. Oregon
No games scheduled
.
Astons,
Tbday's Games
(14-5) We not play. Next at Ala10. Tens
No games scheduled
bama,Thursday.
Stennis-ft Games
11. Ronde Stab (16-4) We not play. Next at
No games scheduled
WO* Forest Thursday.
ONO VALLEY
12. Kentucky (15-3) best No 19 Tennessee 64East Widen
63. Next vs. Vanderbilt,Thurney.
Conference
Overall
13. lillealealppi Stets (17-4) dad not play. Next
Ni L Pet Ni L Pet
is. No. 19 Tangelo Thursday.
Belmont
7 0 tow 15 6 .714
14. Louisville (15-5) best Syracuse 71-53. Next.
5 1 .833 14 5 .737
Tennessee St.
vs. Clemson,Thursday
Tennessee Tech
6 2 .750 14 7 .667
15. UCLA (14-5) did not play. Next at Colorado,
4 3 .571 10 9 .526
Morehead St
Friday.
4 4 .500 815 .348
Jacksonville St
16. Stinford(15-5)did not play. Next vs. No. 25
E. Kentucky
3 4 .429 12 10 .545
Friday.
(17-3) We not day. Next at Virginia
West Melon
Conlenune
Tech,Thursday
Overall
18. Michigan Stale (14-4) at No. 5 laryland.
Ni L Pet Ni L Pct
Next at Purdue, Wednesday.
4 3 .571 10 10 .503
Murray St
19. Tennessee (12-7) lost to No. 12 Kentucky
E. Illinois
4 4 .500 7 13 .350
64-63. Next at No. 13 Mississippi Slate.Tfial901111
UT Minn
2 4 .333 911 .450
20. South Florida (13-5) We not play. Next vs.
2 5 .286 913 .409
Aug& Peay
Houston, Wednesday.
1 6 .143 4 16 .200
SE Missouri
21. Oklahoma (13-5) did not play. Next vs. No.
SIU-Echiairdsvels
1 7 .125 4 16 .200
24 West Virginia,Wednesday.
Sunday's Results
22. Missouri (16.4) We not play. Next vs. LSU,
Actuante St. 78, Morehead SL 71
Thursday
Belmont 103,Tennessee St. 95
23. DePaul (15-6) did not play Next vs. Solon
SE Missouri 68, Martin 80,01
Hall, Friday.
Mondays Results
24.
West VirgIla(16-4)did not ploy. Nut at No
No games scheduled
21 Okama.needay
Today's Camas
25. Weefflighun (15-4) We not day Next at No.
No games scheduled
16 Stanford, Ridsy.
Wednesday's Games
Austin Petry at Morehead St.,6:45 p.m.
Murray St. atE=7 p.m.
VALLEY
JAN.28
1913- Jim Thorpe gives up his track medals
Conference
Overall
from the 1912 Olympics because he played as a
Ni I Pet Ni I Pct
professional. He had been paid $25 for drying in
Wichita St
8 0 1.000 14 5 737
a semipro baseball game.
S. Illinois
6 1 1157 17 3 .850
1960- Pete Roane is chosen NFL commisEvansville
6 2 .750 17 4 .810
sioner.
Indiana St.
5 3 .625 11 9 .550
1966-The Ohicapo Bain win their first NFL
Illinois St.
5 3 .625 11 10 .524
championship since 1963 by setting a Super Bowl
4 3 .571 811 421
Missouri St
record
for points scored in defeating the New EnN Iowa
2 6 .250 10 11 .476
gland Patriots 46-10.
2 6 .250 911 .450
LaY014 Mime)
2000- Jennifer Condi
the usabst
17.125 3 18 .143
Bradley
Marcomeback In a Grand Slam =rally=
Drake
0 8 .000 5 15 .250
tins %Ingle and succesehily defend her
Sunday's Result
points
before
naddi
flitCadlall saved four.
=
Indiana St 82,Evansville 65
a 4-6, 7-6(7),6-2 victory.
Woodsy's Results
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Priddy finished fifth

(I3:25).
Six

Racers

set

personal

records at the meet. Jocelyn
Payne set her new best in the

.4

• 00 meters (26.49 seconds).
mily Evans set a new personal
•
.record in the 800 meters (2:37).
;Smith set a new personal best
in the mile (5:18). Priddy also
set a personal best in the mile
(5:20). Kassidy Cook finished
seventh in the 60 meter hurdles with a personal best time
•(9.64). Christina
Meinhardt
•
• finished seventh in the weight
throw with a personal best toss
40-3 1/2.
Deja Rodgers placed sixth
in the 60 meters (7.90 seconds), while McCammon finished eighth in (8.04 seconds).
McCammon also fished eighth
in the 60 meter hurdles (10.25
seconds).
Ali Hester finished second,
behind Bohn, in the 600 meters
(2:22), while Emma Gilmore
finished fourth (2:23) and Ema-

•Role...

games at 38 and 20,respective-

In the field events, Emily
Heil finished second in the pole

Murray State returns seven
starters from the previous squad

vault (9-11 3/4). Jill Jachino
placed third in the long jump

in 2016, including last season's
OVC Player of the Year Jessi-

(16-6 1/4) and second in the
triple jump (36-9 1/2). Brianna

Boone's

of

21

with a 41-23 lead by halftime,
Murray High looked well on its

streak more than anything, Flener admitted that the last 48 hours

The Racers travel to Pittsburg. Kansas, for a meet at Pitt
State on Friday.

picked first, while Jacksonville

way to a second straight All-A

State and the Racers, finished

title.

had been challenging enough.
despite being favored.

SOFTBALL
Racers selected third
in OVC preaseason poll

second and third, respectively.

Cody

Bailey scored

inside

first-place votes, while edging

to start what Carlisle County
hoped to be a third-quarter ral-

out the fourth place team, last

ly, but English had an answer;

Murray State also received two

year's regular season champion

four of them. He erupted for four

The Murray State softball team
was picked third in the annual

SLUE, by just three votes. East-

straight 3-pointers before miss-

ern Kentucky, Eastern Illinois,

ing a dunk on a wide-open fast

Southeast

break.

OVC preseason poll, as voted
on by the conference's head
coaches and sports information

eighth, respectively, to round

more

out the probable OVC tourna-

Murray High up 66-37 with 8
minutes to play before being

BRENTWOOD. Tenn.

Missouri

and

UT

Martin finished in fifth through

directors, the league office announced Thursday.

ment field.

The Racers are coming off
of a 2015 season in which they

season Feb. 12-13 at Kennesaw

reached new heights, tying a
school record third-place finish in the OVC regular season
standings and winning a record

Kennesaw, Ga. While in the
Peach State, the Racers will
play the host Owls, North Carolina Central, East Tennessee

number of overall and OVC

State and Loyola-Chicago.

Murray State begins its 2016
State's

Kick-Off

Classic

in

Still, English's
than

surge

enough

to

was
send

Had MHS not built the lead it
did, things very well may have
gotten interesting in the final
frame. The Comets ran to a 15-2
run in the quarter, but even that
run had only cut the lead to 16
points with 3 minutes remaining.
"To our credit, we had built

Now that he's back at Murray
State, Flomo enjoys supporting

said."I am pretty close to every-

"I knew it would be two
tough games and we prepared

son."

year will make a difference for
us. We're going with something
to prove, not just being happy to
be there. In order to make it in
this tournament,it sounds cliche,

thing to be quite proud of," Flen-

but you have to get out of this
first round."

er said. "We didn't finish quite
like we wanted to. We slowed

The Tigers will face Region
10 Tournament winner Bishop
Brossart in the first round of

things down, spread the court
and got in backpedal-mode and
they were in attack mode, but at
that point we're just happy to get
the win and get to Frankfort."

the All-A Boys Basketball State
Tournament at 8 p.m. Thursday.
•

•MHS...

8-foot jumper for the 71-31 final.
For now,the Lady Tigers are

got back, it was like a reunion

ing as early as Feb. 1 and antic-

and I happy to be with them.

ipates playing basketball next
November.

3-pointer from the right wing
put the Lady Tigers up 10-0

right where they were at this
time last year, but it's no secret
there's been a subsiding differ-

"I've talked to the doctors

before she shared the wealth
and hit Mayes for another 3 en
route to a 23-3 first frame. The

ence in this year's edition.
"This year's team has great

"It's my role now to bring energy on the bench, bring energy

said

he

could

be

"It's hard not being out there,
but right now I just want to focus on supporting them," Flomo

around and getting everybody
excited for the rest of this sea-

"(In my down time,) I've done

SBU

From Page 7

a lot research on a couple NBA

Lady Comets committed 10 of
their 30 turnovers in the first 8

players who have had open-heart

minutes.

surgery. Jeff Green of the Memphis Grizzlies is one of them

In an evenly-distributed second and third frames,eight dif-

who has had it and has come

ferent players scored for Mur-

back from it. I will definitely be
•
back out there."

ray High, highlighted by Lily
Ramey's jump shooting and

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

lock down defense on Taylor
Carrico. Carrico finished with

KNOW
RI \I

17 points, but hardly any of
them came on Ramey's watch.

www.SBGproperty.com

"As we go back this time to
Frankfort, the experience last

cleared to resume weight train-

Flomo

and they said I will be able to
play next season," Flomo said.

See this property
and many more at

the season against this competition," Flener said.

body on this team. They missed
me and I missed them. When I

during the game and bring energy in the locker room by dancing

270.753.9999

for that. All in all, I feel like we
played two of our best games of

WILLARD JONES,
www.jonesphoto.biz /
For The Ledger & Times
Murray High's Preston English attempts a shot against
Carlisle County on Monday at
Mayfield High School.
a 29-point lead and that's some-

crowned.

The Lady Tigers took a 42-

000 Highway 80 West,Farmington
This amazing 36.85 Acre tract has over
1700' of frontage on Highway 80 West! The
possibilities are endless for this beautiful
rolling parcel just minutes from Murray!
Great access and a beautiful building site
are just a few of the things that make this
property attractive. Priced to sell; don't let
this one get away! $119,900 MLS *78975

READ US
ONLINE:
www.murrayladgercom

Kinderga

eight-game winning streak and
take the Tigers' win streak to

side.
Nineteen

Murray S

Last
year's
tournament
champion Tennessee Tech was

his teammates, but admits he
misses having court time.

"It was a lot cardio stuff, like

Codie Bailey, defensively, in-

as Curtis made several clutch
free throws to end the Comets'

McCarthy finished fourth in the
weight throw (45-5 1/2).

Medical

' Winston-Salem, N.C., where he
began the rehabbing process.

From Page 7

four. Though this week's schedule will challenge the MHS

Center, Flomo recovered with
his family in his hometown,

Vanderbilt University

ca Twaddle and All-OVC first-

•Tigers...

experienc

points came in 16 minutes and

tread mill for 30 minutes," Flomo said.

After being discharged from

ly.

Murray High went on to wrap
matters up at the free-throw line,

team selection Maggie Glass

riding bikes. I rode a bike for 30
minutes and, then, I walked on a

From Page 7
•

ni Griffin followed closely in
fifth (2:23).

11 lead heading into the half
before a mixed bag of offensive looks (including Turley's
second

3-pointer and Grace
Campbell's post moves) took

the game out of reach at 61-23
heading into the final frame.
Lydia Grogan and Loryn
Carvyr were able to get in the
game in fourth quarter before
Mallory

Stone

appropriately

put the game on ice with an

defense and we do the fundamentals right," Turley said.
"We have to do the fundamentals right, play good defense,
get up-and-down the floor and
get rebounds. It's

the

little

things."
Heading to Frankfort on
Wednesday to play Region 5
Tournament champion Green
County at 5:30 p.m.(Central)
in the first round, it's difficult
not to look ahead for Murray
High. The Lady Tigers are already favored to win the All-A
state tournament as well, but
the competition there isn't to
be taken lightly.
"It's one game at a time,
right now. We've got to be focused. I think if the kids follow
the game plan,defensively, and
slow down the other team's
best players, that will be
our
continued focus," Turner said.
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LEARNING

/11 Gasses
6 p.m

its St. 8 p.m

Warsaw
L Pct
0 1 000
2 714
2 714
2 714
2 667
3 571
4 429
4 429
4 .429
4 429
5 .286
5 .167
5 167
5 167
liswelb

Wend
W L Pet
17 2 895
15 4 789
13 6 684
12 7 632
17 2 895
11 6 647
11 8 .579
10 9 526
9 9 500
910 474
12 7 632
10 8 566
810 444
811 421

Photo provided

CHECK, CHECKMATE:
The Murray Elementary
School Chess Team won the
first place trophy for the K-3
group the Crittenden County
Blue Knights Scholastic
Chess Tournament. MES
Chess Team members are
shown with their trophy at
the tournament. Individual
medals were given to
Murray Elementary School
Chess Team members who
participated: Jack Mantooth
(fifth place), Jackson Kimbro
(fourth place) and Grace
Wilson who placed third.
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pin
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L'EP1PHANIE: Calloway County High School French students celebrate L'Epiphanie, la fête
des rois, on January 6. The holiday is more commonly known as Three Kings' Day. The class
is taught by Mrs. Linda DeVoss. Students pictured are, from left to right, Thomas Sailier,
Braxton Bogard, Zoe Watkins, seated Jake Hunter and Patience Derting.
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Special to the Ledger
thwest Elementary students in Mrs. Cain's class had
fun learning in Math Stations
with practicum teachers from
Murray State University.
These math stations focused
on new addition skills with
building/solving addition equations and number pairs. The stations also focused on other new
math skills such as number
order and number recognition
with numbers in the teens.
Murray State practicum teachers
have gained valuable classroom
teaching experience with students as well as hands on training with planning, classroom
managernae.and preparatiOn '
from Mrs. Cain. She said this
was a wonderful and rewarding
experience for both Southwest
Kindergarten students and
Murray State students.

Photo provided

Photo provided

Pictured from left to right, Ms. Elizabeth Geveden, MSU
Student, Conner Kimbro, Hannah Smith and Taylor Holland
as they practiced their new addition skills with building/solving addition equation and number pairs.
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TRAVEL. ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP: Mary Olivia Rogers is shown receiving a $1000 check
from Roy Riley, chair of the Endowments Committee of the MISD Foundation for Excellence
Rogers received the Burgess-Spann Foreign Travel Scholarship for 2016. The award is
named in honor of Debra Burgess and the late Sue Spann, two former language teachers at
Murray High School who frequently led students on trips abroad. Funds for the scholarship
are proceeds from an endowed account established to receive donations in honor of
Burgess and Spann. Pictured, from left to right, are Lauren Hines, Roy Riley, Olivia Rogers
and Matt Gardener. Gardener and Hines, MHS Foreign Language teachers, will lead
Rogers and a group of 19 students and family members on a trip to France and Spain next
summer.

°16e1)1EEK
Photo provided

Logan Ramsey

ALL CLIPPED UP: Bob Rogers, Murray Independent School District Superintendent visited
Murray Elementary School and joined the students in their clip up reward system. Students
begin their year by getting clipped up one color of the rainbow each time they are seen being
outstanding or working hard. After the color red they clip to their teachers and then they clip
to their principal, Denise Whitaker. Rogers wore the clips of all the students who clipped up to
Denise Whitaker. Pictured are members of Thenia Gibson's class, as well as other students
who worked hard on their MAP assessments and clipped straight to Whitaker for reaching
their year-end goals.

DISCOUNTS
FARM • AUTO • HOME

5th Grade
North Calloway Elementary

Logan Ramsey has been selected by his teachers as the 'Murray Bank Student of the Week. Logan is an exceptional leader in
fifth grade who is well respected by faculty, staffand students.
Logan sets a positive example for all students by always being at school on time and prepared to work each day. Logan is
always willing to help his classmates and teachers inside the classroom and on the playground. He empowers all students in
parent
his academics by leading by example and producing straight As on his report card. His social behavior is by far what o
and
and educator would strive to produce in any young man. Logan continuously looks for ways to better himself, the school
his friends by example.
tutoring,
Logan is a well-rounded student who participates in various opportunities such as Laker Leader, Garden Club, peer
baseball, Art club, and the Mahjong club. His favorite school subject is math. Logan would like to grow up to be a farmer. We
are confident that Logan has a bright future in front ofhim.

Brought to you by:

5401 Vlejety
.
,
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EARTHQUAKE • FIRE • STORM • ACCIDENT • MORE

Murray. 405 S. 126 St & 700 N. 12th St.
270.7533626
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lis Carlton Miller

Willis 'Bill' Wells

Willis "Bill" Wells, 70, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Saturday, Jan. 23, 2016 at
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
He was born on April 29, 1945 in
Galesburg, Illinois, to Willis "Bill" Wells
and Roberta "Bobby" Wells who preceded
him in death.
Bill is survived by his wife, Anne Pence
Wells, with whom he just celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 19,2015.
Also surviving are a daughter, Shannon
Wells
Wells of Louisville; a son, Adam Wells of
Louisville; brothers; Robert Wells (Janis Durr) of Asheville, North
Carolina; Randy Wells (Lynette Pellettiere) of Glenn Ellyn, Illinois
and J.D. Wells of Rio Verde, Arizona and several sisters-in-law,
brothers-in-law, nieces and nephews.
Mr. Wells was raised in Monmouth, Illinois, where he graduated
from Monmouth High School and received his bachelor's degree in
Education in 1967 from Monmouth College. He received his master's degree in Guidance Counseling in 1976 from Western Illinois
University in Macomb, Illinois. In 1979 he received his master's
degree in Education Administration from Eastern Illinois University
in Charleston, Illinois and then received his specialist degree in
Education Administration with Superintendent Endorsement from
Eastern Illinois University in 1982.
In his professional career, Mr. Wells was a middle school teacher,
a high school guidance counselor,an assistant high school principal,
Murray High School principal and director/founder of the Murray
Family Resource Center. He was a consultant and intern coordinator
at Murray State University where he mentored and evaluated 100
interns from nine schools.
Throughout his educational career, he put students and teachers
first. Bill received many honors and awards and was appointed to
numerous committees in the state and nation. Mr. Wells led Murray
High School to receive its first Excellence in Education Award in
1984. Principal Wells applied for and was granted a visit from the
U.S. Department of Education. After that visit, Murray High School
was awarded its first Blue Ribbon Schools Excellence in Education
Program Award. In 1991 he was named Kentucky Principal of the
Year. Through Bill's service on committees and attendance at conferences, Murray High School received a plethora of state and
national recognition.
Mr. Wells believed in service to his community and fellow citizens. He was a Murray City councilman for 20 years and in 2011
was elected mayor of the City of Murray and proudly served his
community for four years. In addition, he was a Court Appointed
Special Advocate board member,a United Way member and a member of West KY Mentoring Inc. since 2006. The Rotary Club of
Murray held a special place in Bill's heart as he was a third generaCole Douglas Ross
Rotary president following his father and grandfather's legacy.
tion
Cole Douglas Ross, 66, of Murray, Kentucky,
was cho. died Friday, Jan. 22, 2016 at Murray-Calloway He was a member of the Murray Rotary Club since 1985,
a Paul
was
offices,
numerous
held
2003,
in
Year
the
of
Rotarian
sen
County Hospital.
Directors
of
Board
Club
Rotary
the
of
member
a
Fellow,
Harris
He was born Aug. 12, 1949 in Bakersfield,
since 2008, a member of the original Board of Directors of Murray
California.
He was an Army veteran who actively served in Rotary Foundation for Family and Children and was currently serving as assistant district governor of Area One for seven clubs in
Vietnam.
.He was preceded in death by his parents, Chester and Rosie western Kentucky. Mr. Wells was founder of the Random Acts of
Kindness Radio Show on WNBS. He was also co-founder of Make
Kelley Ross and a brother, Denver Ray Ross.
Pvtr. Ross is survived by two sons, Cole Douglas Ross Jr. and wife a Difference Day - a recycling event that takes place at Murray State
fnelia of Melber and Kenneth Raymond Ross of Murray; a daugh- University and he had just received a 2015 Environmental Award.
I
, Stephanie Smith of Mayfield; a brother, Chester Dale Ross and He was an avid golfer and a faithful fan of Murray State University
e Patricia of Bakersfield; a sister, Thella Diane Spears and hus- athletics and academics.
A celebration of life service will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30,
d Terry of Bakersfield; four grandchildren and three great2016 at First United Methodist Church with Rick Dye and John
dchildren.
private family service will be held at Mayfield Memorial Dale officiating. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Friday, Jan. 29,
*rdens in Mayfield, Kentucky.
2016 at the church.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Honorary pallbearers include Robert Wells, Randy Wells, Bob
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge Trumpy, Steve Johnson, John Farthing, Constantine Curris, Eddie
arrangements.
Hunt, Hal Kemp,Phil Bryan, Rick Melton and Mike Cherry.
In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to The Murray
Resource Center, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071 or
Family
uren Elizabeth Thomasson Kelso
Lauren Elizabeth Thomasson Kelso, 31, of The Calloway County Family Resource Center,2110 College Farm
Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, Jan. 21, 2016 at Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel,is in charge of
She was born Jan. 29,1984 in Titusville,Florida.
a
and
arrangements.
She was currently a cosmetology student
member of Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Those she left behind include her husband,Jason William Austin Cain
Kelso of Murray; two children, Blake Thomas and
William Austin Cain,79, of Paris, Tennessee, died Saturday, Jan.
Brook Thomas of Murray; her father and step- 23,2016 at Henry County Medical Center in Paris.
mother, John and Janice Thomasson of Murray;
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
mother, Judith Hayes of Murray; one brother, Drew Thomasson Crematory, downtown Murray.
ai Richmond, Virginia and one sister, Summer Pascarella of Paris
Lodin g,Tennessee.
A private family memorial service was held at 1 p.m. Monday,
Jan. 25, 2016 at the Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown
Murray.
.pnline condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
"lines Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray is in charge
2011,
Investments Since 1854
J.
is•
of arrangements.
Hollis Carlton Miller, 84, a minister of the
Gospel for 60 years, departed this life at his home
in Murray, Kentucky, surrounded by his family on
Thursday, Jan 21,2016.
He was born in Barren County, Kentucky, on
March 12, 1931 to John Wesley and Euna Whitlow
Miller who preceded him in death. He was also
preceded in death by four brothers,Louis Stanford,
John Stanley, Charles Edward and Bedford Leon;
two sisters, Virginia Elizabeth Boucher and Evelyn
Miller (infant) and one grandson, Zachary Martin
• Miller
Miller.
Mr. Miller is survived by his wife of 62 years,
Lita Jean Coffman Miller; four sons,Bruce Wesley
of Harrison, Tennessee; Phillip Clay of Mulberry,
Arkansas; Lee Anthony of Evansville,Indiana and
Timothy Alan of Memphis,Tennessee; nine grandchildren, six great-grandchildren and thousands of
touched lives.
After serving with distinction in the Korean War, Mr. Miller
attended Freed Hardeman and Harding University as an undergraditte and Harding Graduate School of Religion to complete his forMal education. His preaching career began with a sermon in Guam
at the age of 22 and continued unabated until the age of 81. Over a
period of six decades, he preached for the Church of Christ in
Arkansas, California, Florida, Kentucky, Ohio and Tennessee with
36 of those years being spent in western Kentucky including
Calloway County and Todd County. He also served as an Adjunct
Professor of Religion at Murray State University as well as a Vice
President of Pepperdine University in Los Angeles, California.
Hollis' lifelong, unwavering passion was the preaching of Jesus
Christ and ministry to people through countless numbers of weddings, funerals, hospital visits, counseling sessions, cups of coffee
and midnight calls. He is remembered with respect and gratitude by
his family and communities touched by his service.
.Funeral services Will be Friday,Jan. 29,2016 at 10 a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Max Morris officiating. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill Church of Christ
Ckmetery in Monroe County, Kentucky, at 4 p.m. Visitation will be
Thursday, Jan. 28,2016 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
.In lieu of gifts and flowers, please make remembrances to
Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Road,Murray, KY
42071; University Church of Christ, 801 North 12th Street, Murray,
KY 42071 or to the Kirksey Church of Christ, 3923 Kirksey Road,
Kirksey, KY '12054.
" Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com .
•The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

IA

Gerald W. Mills, 73,of Almo, Kentucky died at
3:45 p.m. Friday, Jan. 22,2016 at his residence.
He was born Nov.26,1942 to Watha Caroll Mills.
and Marie Christine Holder Mills.
He was preceded in death by his parents; his
wife, Betty; stepdaughter,Jacqueline Hamblin; sisters, Dorothy Carol Cox and Amelia Ruth
Alexander; and brothers, Harold Thomas Mills,
Stanley Leroy Mills, Billy Joe Mills and Kenneth
G. Mills.
Mr. Mills is survived by his son,Gerald Mills Jr.;
„ Mins
stepdaughters, Dianne Hines and Patricia Stoker;
stepsons, Ellis Hines Jr., Danny Hines and Edward
Stoker; sisters, Pam Romano and Debbie Mills; brother, Larry
Wayne Mills; 11 grandchildren, Katie Santangelo, Eric Mills, Alex
Mills, Sarah Friedsam, Tony Friedsain Jr., Edward Stoker Jr., Jay
Stoker, Shannon Stoker, James Hamblin, Jerry Hamblin and Gena
Dangerio and several great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were at 7 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 24, 2016 at the
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Lee Mills officiating.
ivate burial was in St. Henry's Catholic Church Cemetery.
Visitation was from 3-7 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 24, 2016 at the funeral
/'.Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com.
%Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangegents.

Virginia Ruth Boston

Virginia Ruth Boston, 91, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday,
Jan. 25,2016 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
^ Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
C. Wayne Davis,77

Funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday,Jan. 26,2016 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in the Matheny Cemetery.

Steven Daniel Manners

Steven Daniel Manners, 20, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Wednesday, Jan. 20,2016 in San Mateo County,California.
He was born in Murray, Kentucky,on Dec.9, 1995.
He was employed by Amazon in Jeffersonville Indiana and had
been attending the University of Louisville. He was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
He was preceded in death by his great-maternal and great-paternal
grandparents and an unsde, Bill Borgetti.
Mr. Manners is survived by his mother,Lisa Borgetti Manners of
Hammond,Indiana; his father, Mark Anthony Manners of Murray;
one sister, Jessica Schroeder of Benton; one brother,Jared Manners
of Murray; maternal grandparents, Americo and Lucille Borgetti of
Hammond and paternal grandparents, Emmanuel and Martha
Manners of Murray.
Funeral services will Sunday, Jan. 31, 2016 at 2 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will follow in the Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be
Saturday, Jan. 30, 2016 from 5-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Verlene Beane Joseph Bowerman
Verlene Beane Joseph Bowerman, 87, of
Kirksey, Kentucky, died Sunday, Jan. 24, 2016 at
Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield,
Kentucky.
She was born Aug. 6, 1928 in Lynn Grove,
Kentucky,to Dempsey and Bessie Bazzell Beane.
She retired as a cook at the Calloway County
School System and prior to that she was a cook at
Murray State University Food Services Center.
She was a member of the Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Bowerman
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by her first husband, Willie Wade Joseph; second husband,
Chuck Bowerman; granddaughter, Shannon Joseph; two sisters and
seven brothers.
Mrs. Bowerman is survived by two daughters, Janice Hays and
husband Jim of Murray and Teresa Cavitt and husband Steve of
Farmington; three sons, Jerry Joseph and wife Mary Lou of St.
Peters, Missouri; Roger Joseph of Rossville, Tennessee and Barry
Joseph and wife Jayde of Lawrenceville, Georgia; one sister, Linda
Wilkerson of Murray; a brother, Glen Beane and wife Barbara of
Wingo; 13 grandchildren, 28 great-grandchildren anc1 six greatgreat-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Thursday, Jan. 28,2016 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Jathaniel Cavitt and Rev.
Jim Edwards officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 27,
2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Phillip Ray Carson
Phillip Ray Carson, 68, of Hardin, Kentucky, died Monday, Jan.
25,2016 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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IN LOVING MEMORY & HAPP BIRTHDAY

WE THINK OF YOU IVITH),OVE TODAY
AND THAT IS NOTHING NEW.
WE THOUGHT ABOUT YOU YESTERDAY
AND THE DAY BEFORE THAT TOO.
WE THINK OF YOU IN SILENCE.
WE OFTEN SPEAK YOUR NAME,
BUT ALL WE HAVE ARE MEMORIES
AND YOUR PICTURE IN A FRAME.
YOUR MEMORY IS OUR KEEPSAKE
IN WHICH WE WILL NEVER PART.
GOD HAS YOU IN HIS KEEPING
AND WE WILL ALWAYS HAVE
YOU IN OUR HEART.
Love your children,
THA ANN,CAROLYN,
ESTELLA, DELL, AL &
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